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1                       Jamison

2                1.  ANN JAMISON:  I'm Ann Jamison, I

3            want the Community Grid, seemed to me

4            the most practical, and it took out

5            fewer buildings.  And I'm not real

6            articulate, I'm better at writing stuff,

7            but whatever.  And there are so many

8            historical buildings that would have to

9            be taken down, that was very concerning.

10                And I went to the guy from Boston

11            that came up, was it two years ago, and

12            spoke at the OnCenter at the little

13            theater.  And he talked about the

14            Community Grid and how it moves the

15            traffic.  And it's a very practical

16            solution that, and I was very impressed

17            by his talk about it.  I think he was

18            involved somehow with the Big Dig and

19            everything, and so he kind of knew what

20            he was talking about.  But I thought he

21            was from MIT or something, but he knew

22            what he was talking about.

23                And I could understand what he was

24            talking about.  And it really made a lot

25            of sense because the traffic, rather
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1                       Jamison

2            than being funneled down into one area,

3            and people having to go backtrack or do

4            whatever, people can get off.  And you

5            know, so I think it would be the most

6            practical.  But the main thing are the

7            buildings, keeping historical buildings

8            in Syracuse.

9                And please talk to the people about

10            the job opportunities.  Because I work

11            at the Justice Center and I don't know.

12            So the guys, we're working, now we have

13            an OSHA court there, and we have

14            building trades and a lot of job

15            readiness going on.  And I was real

16            pleased to see that Kathleen and

17            Mr. Short were very helpful in

18            explaining the different kinds of job

19            opportunities and ones outside the box,

20            Kathleen was saying, like having food

21            trucks and drivers to drive people to

22            their jobs or whatever and help the

23            construction workers and whatnot.

24                So I'm going to take this

25            information book to where I work in the
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1                       Russell

2            Justice Center, and share it with my

3            colleagues there.  And we're hoping to

4            maybe, I want to see if we can get

5            Kathleen and Mr. Short to come and speak

6            to some of the classes or something.

7            Kind of guys and gals hope that there is

8            something out there coming down the

9            pike.  Since, you know, a lot of them

10            get out in two and-a-half weeks anyhow,

11            because of the pre-sentence.  Hopefully

12            to make a good connection with this.

13            But Community Grid.

14                2.  LEAH RUSSELL:  My name is Leah

15            Russell, I am a resident in Syracuse, I

16            live in the Park Avenue neighborhood,

17            I've lived there for three years, but

18            worked here for five.  I work downtown

19            at the corner of State and Fayette St.

20            But I park over near Erie and McBride.

21            So I frequently walk through downtown.

22            Now I live on Wilkinson, and I still

23            often walk.  I like to walk because I

24            like to see the city and what's

25            happening, so I'm very familiar with the
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1                       Russell

2            streets that will be affected by this

3            change.

4                I think that the Community Grid

5            alternative is, by far, the best and

6            most obvious choice for us, for our

7            city, for our community, for our

8            taxpayers, for students on the Hill as

9            much as workers downtown.  I think the

10            obvious benefits are that instead of

11            diverting traffic at high speeds away

12            from our city, it would bring people

13            into our city and the excellent things

14            that we can offer here.

15                I think it would create more active

16            community space for people to gather and

17            get to know one another.  I think it

18            would remove the physical barrier

19            between the wealthier University area

20            and the more working class downtown

21            area.  I think that it would be more

22            aesthetically pleasing, make our city

23            more beautiful.

24                And there are a number of

25            intersections that I used to use daily,
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1                      Mrs. Lacy

2            that I think will be much safer, and

3            easier to navigate with the Community

4            Grid option.  I hope to see a number of

5            small businesses spring up along the new

6            boulevard.  I'm excited by the

7            opportunity that that would bring.

8                And I suppose I'm not really

9            concerned about fewer people coming to

10            Syracuse or through Syracuse or using

11            our mall, because of that option.  I

12            think that on the contrary, I think that

13            it would make our city more clean, more

14            unique and a better experience for

15            visitors and residents alike.  I really

16            hope we go with that opportunity.

17                 3.  MARTHA LACY:  Well, as I went

18            around, whatever they decide, when I saw

19            all of those buildings, 24, that would

20            have to relocate, compared to 5 on the

21            other, I'm sold.  I know that we should

22            not take 24 buildings and remove them.

23            Cost of it, the pain, etc.  So I don't

24            know whether that's enough to say, but

25            please don't take those buildings down.
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1                        Conti

2            Some are on the historical registry.

3                4.  KATIE CONTI.  So we're both

4            University students, and at SU, and we

5            realize that like for me, this is one of

6            the only, the first time I had a chance

7            to actually learn more details about the

8            whole project.  But we realize that, you

9            know, the whole highway, as it is, can

10            really like be a great thing for people

11            who live outside of the inner city area.

12            But it also seems to kind of perpetuate

13            the whole campus bubble thing in that

14            the University Hill area, with the

15            highway right there, it's really easy to

16            make it seem a little more isolated.

17                So I think Jer and I were really

18            most interested in hearing about the

19            Community Grid alternative, because it

20            seems as though it makes more of a

21            community and less of just urban

22            concrete structures, in that I think it

23            could facilitate more interaction

24            between the University and the south

25            side of Syracuse.
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1                       Mr. Lacy

2                5.  DICK LACY:  As you go south on

3            81, when you come to the exit for 481,

4            there is no lights there.  And as you

5            come down toward, after everybody coming

6            by, turning the other way, they turn the

7            high beams on to see to go around the

8            corner.  And Brighton Avenue goes up

9            over, and they've got nice lights up

10            there, you can an almost see down 481,

11            but you can't see that curve.  But then

12            you have to turn them off, because

13            Exit 1 gets back off again.  Dark place.

14            If they keep it that way, they might put

15            some lights up down there.

16                    *   *   *   *

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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1

2           C E R T I F I C A T E

3    This is to certify that I am a Certified.

4 Shorthand Reporter and Notary Public in and

5 for the State of New York, that I attended and

6 reported the above entitled proceedings, that I

7 have compared the foregoing with my original

8 minutes taken therein and that it is a true

9 and correct transcript thereof and all of the

10 proceedings had therein.

11

12
              _______________________

13               John F. Drury, CSR

14

15 Dated:  November 5, 2016

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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STATE OF NEW YORK

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

-------------------------------------------

          In the Matter of the
          Information Session

re:  INTERSTATE ROUTE 81 VIADUCT PROJECT

-------------------------------------------

    Public Comment Session in the above matter,
conducted at the Jamesville-Dewitt High School,
606 Edinger Drive, Dewitt, New York before JOHN
F. DRURY, Certified Shorthand Reporter, Notary
Public in and for the State of New York, on
November 15, 2016, 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
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   C&S COMPANIES

   AILEEN MAGUIRE, P.E.
   499 Col. Eileen Collins Blvd.
   North Syracuse, New York 13212
   (315) 455-2000

   NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

   JOSEPH FLINT, Project Manager
   333 East Washington Street
   Syracuse, New York 13202
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1                       Harvison

2                MR. HARVISON:  I taught at SU for

3            forty years, I'm now retired.  We lived

4            in the City for all the time I was

5            teaching.  I have always felt that the

6            viaduct that we have now had been very

7            damaging to the city itself.  I am very

8            strongly in favor of the Community Grid

9            alternative, if those are the two

10            choices, which I think they are.  And I

11            would just like to state my strong

12            opinion, they need the Community Grid.

13            They do not need to build another

14            monster that cuts the city in half.

15                MS. FORDOCK:  I'm complaining that

16            the Dewitt version does not have a

17            question and answer period with a

18            microphone system for people to speak

19            and get answers to their questions.  The

20            room is too small.  The brochure does

21            not contain the location of the road

22            that's going to be added in Dewitt to

23            reach the Inland Port at the quarry

24            location in Jamesville.

25                I object to not being fully informed
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1                       Fordock

2            as to the possibility of that road going

3            to the Inland Port in the next three

4            years is my estimation.  I estimate in

5            the next three years that road will be

6            done.  If it's a direct idea that the

7            road will not be done to the Inland

8            Port, it is sad that we are not told of

9            this at this meeting.  Thank you.

10                MS. LAVINE:  Several years ago East

11            Genesee Street between Syracuse Stage

12            and Jamesville Road in Dewitt was

13            narrowed from four lanes to two with a

14            center suicide lane, and a bicycle lane

15            on each side.  DOT told the neighbors

16            that the reason for it was to calm

17            traffic and hopefully reroute some

18            traffic to 481/690.

19                The neighbors expressed concern

20            about collapsing traffic from two lanes

21            in each direction to one, making it

22            difficult for people to enter East

23            Genesee Street from side streets, and

24            creating more of an obstacle when city

25            buses make stops along the route,
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1                        Levine

2            because cars behind them would not be

3            allowed to pass legally, because of the

4            center suicide lane.

5                Since then traffic has been impeded,

6            not improved, on that East Genesee

7            Street corridor.  It takes longer to get

8            from point A to point B.

9                Traffic engineering should be to

10            improve flow of traffic, not impede it,

11            but in fact the collapsing of the lanes

12            has actually impeded traffic.  If we go

13            with the Community Grid project we will

14            dump more cars into city streets.  The

15            East Genesee Street corridor will be

16            clogged even more than it is now.  This

17            affects thousands of drivers every day.

18            The attention to the Community Grid

19            solution proposal is concerning.

20                MR. DOERR:  My name is Donald Doerr,

21            D-O-E-R-R, I'm a resident of Dewitt.  I

22            just have a lot of comments that really

23            don't see any reason for not choosing

24            the Viaduct option.  I believe the

25            Community Grid, I drove in from 81 to a
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1                        Doerr

2            football game on Saturday, on the right

3            you have Oakwood Cemetery; you're not

4            connecting anything.  Right after that

5            you have the hospital, the VA Hospital

6            and all the hospitals in the University.

7            There is really, there is a passageway

8            already, I don't see what you're

9            connecting there.

10                I hear that this is going to save

11            the City of Syracuse and it will be a

12            better viable option, but I don't see

13            what community is being saved.  To me,

14            by using the Community Grid you're

15            taking an Erie Boulevard and plopping it

16            right in the middle of the city.  Erie

17            Boulevard right now is two lanes each

18            direction, with a median in the middle.

19            Looking at the charts here, that's

20            exactly what you're doing, the same

21            thing.  No one in their right mind, a

22            pedestrian is crossing Erie Boulevard,

23            because it's not safe.  You're doing the

24            same thing.  So in terms of traffic or

25            safety, I don't see the benefit of the
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1                        Doerr

2            Community Grid.

3                Next we talk about bringing traffic

4            into the City's grid, into the City's

5            infrastructure and the roadways.  The

6            City of Syracuse's roads right now, they

7            can't afford to upkeep them now.  Why in

8            creation would we want to divert the 81

9            traffic onto the city infrastructure and

10            grid when we can't even maintain the

11            roads now?

12                This project is not going to take

13            care of all the City streets, it's just

14            going to take care of the Boulevard that

15            they're going to place in the Community

16            Grid.

17                Another area that I don't think is

18            taken into account is the marketing and

19            the viability of having an Interstate

20            come right through the heart of your

21            City.  I first came to visit Syracuse

22            University in 1980 with my father.  The

23            first thing I saw was the Carrier Dome,

24            then I saw Crouse College, and the

25            Syracuse University Campus from 81.  I
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1                        Doerr

2            then saw the hospitals, Upstate Medical

3            Center, and said wow, this place is a

4            city.  I looked to the left and I saw

5            the city.  That sticks with me 35 years,

6            36 years later.  As to what Syracuse

7            was, you're selling yourself.

8                We want to market Syracuse.  We want

9            to market the hospitals, the

10            universities, and the city.  That's why

11            the law firms have all these neon lights

12            on top of the buildings, so people can

13            see them.  There is something to be said

14            for that.  No one is taking into account

15            the free marketing that Syracuse gets.

16                Other cities, you know, would

17            actually benefit from having an

18            Interstate come through the City.  We

19            only hear about the negatives.

20                The other thing is we are trying to,

21            we're going to reroute 90,000 vehicles a

22            day 10,000, 12,000 that come directly

23            through 81, and push them onto I-481

24            through Dewitt.  I-481 is not named, nor

25            an Interstate.  You also have all the
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1                        Doerr

2            residences along I-481, where they're

3            going to change their tax assessments

4            that's going to lower their tax base in

5            Dewitt.  Not to mention the noise, the

6            pollution, and other traffic concerns

7            that are going to be now put into the

8            Town of Dewitt, taken from Syracuse.

9                And I don't think that Syracuse

10            traffic is going to get any better,

11            because you're dumping them onto this

12            grid, you still have them coming

13            through, you still have the same safety

14            issues.

15                So looking at it from a safety

16            consideration, connecting neighborhoods,

17            environment, they all, it's a failure to

18            do the Community Grid.  The Viaduct,

19            make it 30 feet higher, make it pretty,

20            increase the traffic and the safety.

21            You already have the Connective Corridor

22            coming right through Genesee Street.

23            Add to that.  Make it so that you still

24            have two viable options.  81 north going

25            through the City, and then an
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1                        Doerr

2            alternative 481 going around the city.

3                God forbid something happened in

4            terms of a national event, whether it

5            was weather related or otherwise, you

6            have two different routes getting

7            through north and south.  Now, you want

8            to make everything, put all your marbles

9            on one road, which is a two lane highway.

10            The traffic now and the problems you

11            have at 481 and Route 5, going to

12            Fayetteville, Manlius, at rush hour, is

13            a nightmare.  It's a traffic jam.  You

14            have an accident in the winter, coming

15            through over the railroad tracks, 481

16            currently goes over East Syracuse, if

17            you have an accident there in the wind

18            swept snow, you're going to back it up

19            all the way.

20                The other thing that I think that

21            goes without saying is that when I used

22            to drive from Syracuse University to the

23            Airport, when I went to school here, all

24            I saw were the oil tanks and oil city.

25            Now we have Destiny USA, the 6th largest
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1                        Doerr

2            mall in America.  And the Community Grid

3            option really is just cutting off its

4            southern tributary going to that mall.

5            We rely on the income tax -- the sales

6            tax, excuse me, from Destiny.  Why in

7            God's creation would we cut off the

8            southern access to that mall so that

9            people can't see it?  You drive by

10            there, you get a lot of visitors to

11            Destiny that are just driving through

12            Syracuse on their way to Canada or the

13            Thousand Islands.

14                So for all of these reasons I really

15            support the Viaduct option.  Make it

16            higher, make it prettier, make it safer,

17            let's keep it open.  Keep 81 open going

18            through the city of Syracuse, and keep

19            481 as it is now.

20             [Conclusion of public comments].

21                     *   *   *   *

22

23

24

25
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1

2                C E R T I F I C A T E

3                 This is to certify that I am a

4            Certified Shorthand Reporter and Notary

5            Public in and for the State of New York,

6            that I attended and reported the above

7            entitled proceedings, that I have

8            compared the foregoing with my original

9            minutes taken therein and that it is a

10            true and correct transcript thereof and

11            all of the proceedings had therein.

12

13
                           _______________________

14                            John F. Drury, CSR

15

16            Dated:  November 16, 2016

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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STATE OF NEW YORK

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

-------------------------------------------

In the Matter of the
Informative Session

In re:  INTERSTATE ROUTE 81 VIADUCT Project,

-------------------------------------------

    PUBLIC COMMENT SESSION in the above matter,
conducted at the Cicero-North Syracuse High
School, 6002 Route 31, Cicero, New York before
JOHN F. DRURY, CSR, Notary Public in and for the
State of New York, on December 6, 2016, 6-8 pm

A p p e a r a n c e s:

C&S COMPANIES:

   AILEEN MAGUIRE, P.E.
   499 Col. Eileen Collins Blvd.
   North Syracuse, New York 13212
   (315) 455-2000

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION:

   JOSEPH FLINT, Project Manager
   333 East Washington Street
   Syracuse, New York 13202
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1                      Weingarth

2                1.  DANIEL WEINGARTH:  They have a

3            part of the highway that they tried to

4            call at this time, missing link.  And

5            that's a good advertisement, the missing

6            link.  But it's something that we don't

7            need in the Syracuse area.  And it's

8            being pushed on us, we have no say.

9                About the 690 to 81 North ramp, it's

10            going to knock down five buildings in

11            Syracuse.  Everybody I've ever talked to

12            about the highway said it should have

13            never been built.  And here we are,

14            we're still building, without any say.

15                The only one I can see that benefits

16            out of this is COR Development, and

17            they're under indictment for bribery.

18                Now, how can this go out in front

19            and nobody knows about it, nobody knows

20            where it came from?  I've been to a

21            dozen of the meetings.  This highway

22            doesn't need a ramp 690 to 81.  They

23            have alternative routes and they've

24            always had them:  Hiawatha Boulevard,

25            Bear Street.  On the other side of the
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1                      Weingarth

2            Lake there is John Glenn, there is the

3            New York State Thruway.  They should

4            have never built this highway to begin

5            with, that's how I feel.  And here they

6            continue on.

7                Now, they had a survey of a thousand

8            people, and just had something like 56

9            percent of the people said, just replace

10            the highway.  Now how did they go about

11            getting this?  Did they ask the people

12            if they've ever been to any of the

13            meetings?  Do they know if they rebuild

14            the highway there it has to be wider and

15            they're going to take down 25 buildings

16            of established businesses to build this

17            highway, when 81 could be just 481.

18                I think the tunnel idea is the best

19            idea, but it takes too long.  The

20            overhanging highway would take a long

21            period of time.  The ground leveling

22            roads should be the main travel through

23            Syracuse.  The highway should be

24            completely removed.  And this can set us

25            on the stage in more important issues.
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1                       Burdick

2            And the issues are infrastructure,

3            sewers, waterlines, gas lines need to be

4            replaced.  With building an overhang

5            highway this would stall those projects.

6            Right now there is nothing on the board

7            for having fresh water to continue into

8            the Syracuse area.  These pipes and

9            underground things are roughly a hundred

10            years old.  Something needs to be done.

11            And we could be doing that instead of

12            building an overhang highway.

13                Now, when you're going to survey

14            people about the highway, are they

15            people that even drive?  Are they people

16            that live in Syracuse?  Or are they

17            people that don't have any idea of what

18            the highway costs?  To do a survey of

19            people you survey, they need to know

20            what's going on in their area.  We can't

21            just blindly ask people what they want.

22            That's it for today.

23                2.  DANIEL BURDICK:  I run a local

24            business, and I think that they either

25            need to leave it the way it is or do the
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1                       Delaney

2            Viaduct option.  Economically, any other

3            option is just not good for the area.

4                3.  MARY KATHLEEN DELANEY:  My

5            concern is the project delivery method.

6            If design build is chosen, my concern as

7            with the Amphitheater and with the State

8            Fair project, there was a lack of

9            oversight and reduction of scope.  Was

10            it feasible?  Was it justified?  And

11            other issues concerning the delivery

12            method of design build, that's one.

13                Second.  Governor Cuomo requires 30

14            percent, MWBE compliance in New York

15            State.  MWBE compliance, that's what

16            this form is for, Minority and Women

17            Based Enterprises.  So Governor Cuomo

18            requires 30 percent participation from

19            MWBE first, on federally and state

20            funded municipal projects, right.

21                But none of the professional firms

22            become compliant, meaning your

23            architectural engineering firms, your

24            construction managers are not required,

25            have not been enforced to have 30
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1                        Leiter

2            percent of their subs being an MWBE.

3            My phone number is (315) 702-7592.  My

4            e-mail is MaryKate@DelaneyCMS.com.

5            DelaneyCMS.com.

6                4.  SOULE LEITER:  The Community

7            Grid I guess it is, that I would say is

8            the only reasonable one that I see.

9            Because it requires the acquisition of

10            only four buildings versus 25 for the

11            Viaduct.  I mean that's sort of obvious

12            to me.  We've already been stupid once,

13            let's try not to be stupid again.  So

14            let's create the Community Grid.  I

15            don't think either solutions are very

16            good.  But there is only one that makes

17            much sense.

18                5.  RICHIE SPOSATO:  Not so much as

19            far as the transportation, but I'm all

20            for the 81 Viaduct, okay.  Because if

21            you're going to go with this Community

22            Grid and reroute people around the city,

23            you're going to actually have less

24            business, okay.  Because people are

25            coming up 81, whether they're coming
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1                       Sposato

2            from down south or going to Canada, and

3            they're driving right through the city.

4            They're going to get a chance to see the

5            buildings and see Syracuse, and maybe at

6            the last minute stop off and hey, let's

7            check it out, ta da, ta da.  So extra

8            business that you can get, and people

9            seeing the city, the buildings.

10                But when you're routing them around

11            the city, you have no chance of getting

12            this business to come to Syracuse.

13            You're just saying, just go right

14            around, and you know, go where you're

15            going.

16                So I'm just saying that the 81, you

17            want people to come to the city.  If you

18            want to be a city, be a real city.  The

19            city is fast paced, high-rise buildings,

20            okay.  And you want people to come to

21            the city.  Whether they stay or stop,

22            they may not, but at least if they're

23            coming through the city you're giving

24            them an opportunity to stop.

25                Well, if you're just saying, you
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2            know, go 481 around the city, then

3            you're just going to lose potential

4            business.

5                So these people are just, they live

6            in the city, they're small minded,

7            they're selfish, they're only thinking

8            of themselves and they're not looking at

9            the big picture.  They actually want to

10            be a suburb.  They want trees and grass

11            to mow in the city.  They don't want to

12            be a city, they want to be a suburb and

13            live in the city.  So be a city, be a

14            real city and get traffic and people.

15            The faster you get to the city and the

16            faster you can get around, you know, the

17            better it is for the city.

18                6.  TOM SWERDAN:  I would like to

19            say that my first choice would be the

20            Viaduct option.  And then the second

21            choice would be the Community Grid.  And

22            I don't think the no build is a

23            realistic alternate.

24                7.  GEORGE KIRKPATRICK:  I'm not a

25            highway engineer, but I am a retired
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2            engineer.  And I have some suggestions.

3            First one is that I would suggest that

4            those that would like to compare the

5            Viaduct approach to the street level

6            boulevard approach, take a drive on

7            Interstate 481 to Oswego.  The road is

8            limited access right up to Fulton, at

9            which point you probably have to stop,

10            slow down from 65 miles an hour to

11            possibly a full stop at the intersection

12            with Route 57.  After that you proceed

13            along the street through the full length

14            of Fulton.  That's where you get to the

15            north side, which can be a slow trip.

16                This road, this arrangement of 481

17            was originally designed to go up County

18            Route 6 to bypass Fulton.  And you can

19            still see today the road was originally

20            planned there.  There is houses set back

21            along County Route 6 to accommodate the

22            wider road.  I would say that this

23            terminating 481 to street level,

24            probably adds at least 15 to 20 minutes

25            to your trip to Oswego.
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2                Second on that would be along the

3            lines of looking at I-690, which is an

4            east-west road through Syracuse.  It's

5            elevated and pretty well divides the

6            north part of Syracuse from the south

7            part.  However, there doesn't seem to be

8            any concern about this division of the

9            north-south by I-690.

10                I-690 was built up on earthen bank,

11            and many trees and shrubs grow along the

12            side.  So it's really not particularly

13            noticeable.  The same sort of landscaping

14            could be done on a Viaduct approach to

15            I-81.

16                And then another.  So we have chosen

17            to make the automobile the principal

18            method of commuting.  And so any changes

19            to the present Viaduct on I-81 should at

20            least attempt to further improve the

21            access to important buildings here.

22            Upstate Hospital, Crouse Irving Hospital

23            on the south side, and St. Joe's

24            Hospital on the north side.

25                So apparently this reconstruction is
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2            going to cost a billion or two dollars,

3            which is a huge amount of money, to me,

4            and it seems to me should be an attempt

5            on concentrating to improve the

6            efficiency of the highway instead of

7            perhaps creating a slow down, like we

8            find up at Fulton on the trip to Oswego.

9                There is a big emphasis on providing

10            jobs and employment, and it seems like

11            the road should attempt to facilitate

12            the travel of workers to two big

13            employers on the south side:  Of Crouse

14            Irving Hospital and its associated

15            facilities, and Upstate Hospital and

16            associated facilities.  They should be a

17            focal point of any rebuild.

18                On the north side, for people coming

19            from the south, there is St. Joe's

20            Hospital, which again, is a large

21            employer and there is need for improving

22            access.  On the south side we see two

23            large parking garages, essentially

24            adjacent to Upstate, and one of them is

25            for the employees.  There are also
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2            parking garages for Crouse Irving, and

3            also St. Joe's Hospital has parking

4            facilities.

5                I haven't seen anything on any of

6            these items in the newspaper articles,

7            and I'm wondering why they aren't giving

8            more attention to these points which

9            should be of immediate concern.

10                8.  BOB HALEY:  My name is Bob

11            Haley, I'm an architect.  And I've been

12            following these presentations for three

13            to four years now and been to most all

14            the public meetings.

15                A few comments for tonight.  In

16            general, I'm still disappointed in not

17            seeing more roundabouts being used

18            throughout the plan.  We're still in the

19            concept stage of the plan, so I expected

20            to see them, since they're required by

21            law to be studied for intersections.

22                The valley of the roundabout I think

23            is Number 1 to keep traffic moving, and

24            safer condition.  The roundabout for

25            Syracuse is not Carrier Circle, large
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2            and high speed, but it's smaller and mid

3            size, so that drivers can anticipate

4            other cars and pedestrians and travel

5            accordingly.  Roundabouts would seem to

6            enhance the traffic loads for special

7            events, such as dome events, and every

8            day traffic, without relying on traffic

9            lights and stop the traffic.

10                Another area for a roundabout would

11            be worth serious study is just north of

12            Destiny, where Lakeshore Parkway and Old

13            Liverpool Road come into the city.  One

14            roundabout here would begin to slow down

15            traffic and economize highways and give

16            people choices to get off for multiple

17            destinations through a roundabout

18            condition.  Again, not keeping high

19            speeds but slowing people down and

20            giving people choices to go to different

21            routes, all keeping the traffic moving.

22                Another comment for tonight is that

23            many of the plans and visuals

24            misrepresent the vertical height of the

25            three dimensional flyover conditions.
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2            Perfect example is the new Butternut

3            Street Bridge.  Renderings don't show

4            the true height needed for both the up

5            and over Butternut Street and come back

6            down to grade at Genant Drive.  And in

7            looking at your video models it is hard

8            to discern the true heights that

9            separate the different driving lanes.

10                Perfect example is where the 690 is

11            above street level and also has the new

12            southbound exit from 81 to 690 east in

13            three layers.  But the model doesn't

14            show how, give a very, the model doesn't

15            give an accurate representation of the

16            heights involved for these flyovers.

17                Another key issue remains that's

18            been asked for a long time, the SAWGS

19            meeting, is the Community Grid option

20            has the great advantage of returning

21            unused land to the city coffers for

22            future development.  The Community Grid

23            option still has excessively wide green

24            landscaped areas, including bike lanes,

25            trees, with the loss of potential
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2            developable land.

3                Almond Avenue can function at 105 to

4            110 feet in width with two lanes in each

5            direction, 11 foot wide, center lane of

6            11 feet.  Parking lanes of eight feet on

7            either side and approximately 15 feet

8            sidewalk to property line.  This minimum

9            width of approximately 110 feet return

10            7 to 9 acres of land to the city, if not

11            more.

12                The question remains, why would the

13            DOT want to own and maintain that land

14            in the center of the city for the next

15            50 years in that condition?  That would

16            reduce possible urban development.

17                Another significant request of the

18            Community Grid option is to continue

19            Almond Avenue south from Martin Luther

20            King to Colvin, and further south to

21            Brighton Avenue, with grade level

22            intersections for both of those streets.

23            This would connect traffic through the

24            south side neighborhood to revitalize

25            business and housing in that area.
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2                I hope these issues can be

3            successfully concluded upon these

4            submissions.

5                (Conclusion of Public Comments).

6                     *   *   *   *
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 1                       Fordock

 2                ARLEEN FORDOCK:  Very disappointing.

 3            Number 1, the construction staging area

 4            for all the equipment used in the city

 5            or in the suburbs, should be in the

 6            empty land after Pioneer Housing is

 7            demolished.  That means Pioneer Homes

 8            should be relocated way before the start

 9            of Route 81 demolishment.  Which is what

10            those people deserve, because they were

11            mistreated years ago and stuck in the

12            housing instead of a better situation.

13                  The next thing is, any developers

14            that get the property of the grid should

15            stop drooling, because some person of

16            authority should make their agreement

17            for PILOT payment, Payment in Lieu of

18            Tax program, have surcharges added onto

19            every year of their PILOT program.  The

20            surcharge would help the City of

21            Syracuse in many ways, if legal, to pay

22            for GED schooling of the kids that quit

23            school too early, to pay for the fancy

24            5G antenna installations that are not

25            going to be totally covered by National
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 2            Grid.

 3                And there should be a seminar for

 4            the developers that think the PILOTS are

 5            endless ways to obtain taxpayer money.

 6            They cause no high employment at their

 7            businesses.  They are usually low paying

 8            jobs, since we have seen downtown, and

 9            they put in fancy buildings, fancy

10            programs.  But the income to the

11            individual low income person is not

12            there.

13                We are not Detroit, we are not

14            Chicago, we have no big tourist business

15            here to impact the rest of the expenses

16            that are needed to provide all kinds of

17            services in Syracuse and Onondaga

18            County.  Who is brain-storming any of

19            this, that can realize it's more than

20            Route 81.

21                To leave Route 81, DOT is working

22            with the developers, rather than working

23            with the public.  Which I do not know if

24            it is totally legal to set up a program

25            that way.  The grid is put on, I am
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 2            sure, by the developers and all the

 3            politicians in Syracuse and Onondaga

 4            County that want this done.  It is sad

 5            that the public has no real people they

 6            can depend on to use common sense.  And

 7            I would love to be on some advisory

 8            board of the DOT or the Pioneer Homes

 9            or the City of Syracuse or the County of

10            Onondaga, as a normal public person that

11            knows how to bring money in a public

12            service manner.

13                Any questions, call my answering

14            machine at 434-9198, area code 315.  I

15            am a senior low income, which is the

16            case of many women in this town, and we

17            pay taxes to the state, county and

18            federal.  We are not without

19            responsibility.  We vote, most of us,

20            and we pay our taxes.

21                The fallacy that everybody leaves

22            Syracuse to go down south is 100 percent

23            wrong, because most seniors in the low

24            income brackets don't have money to

25            leave the state.  We are captured here.
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 2            Our relatives probably moved out,

 3            because they are young and they have

 4            better paying jobs.  But that doesn't

 5            mean we go with them.  Thank you for

 6            representing seniors and low income

 7            women and men as well in this project.

 8                I have a P.S.  The Centro bus has a

 9            big responsibility which has not been

10            mentioned.  During construction people

11            will have difficulty getting to jobs.

12            Nothing has been mentioned that Centro

13            bus or the CNY Regional Transportation

14            Authority has pre-planned park and ride

15            lots for all the people outside of

16            Syracuse to come into their jobs.

17                Where are the maps?  Where are the

18            funds to put the park and rides in a

19            sensible manner to satisfy the hospital,

20            the businesses, the schools, and

21            anything else that runs on two shifts a

22            day?  That means park and rides have to

23            function for two shifts of working

24            people per day, seven days a week,

25            especially for the hospitals.
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 2                What advisory board is there that I

 3            could join on that effort?  Please RSVP

 4            as soon as possible, because I know the

 5            money is just sitting there waiting to

 6            be used.  And I do want a copy of this

 7            testimony.

 8                W. JAMES CAMPERLINO:  I'll start off

 9            by saying if we're going to spend 2 to 3

10            billion dollars on this project, it

11            better be more than just taking a

12            vehicle from point A to point B.  They

13            better incorporate something that is

14            good for the community besides

15            transportation.  And something that is

16            aesthetically pleasing, it's not just

17            another bridge with a different paint

18            color on it.  I want it to look good.

19                And it could become a feature of

20            Syracuse, New York.  This could be

21            something that we could really build off

22            of.  For example, I think that in the

23            Community Grid area, because it's too

24            big for anybody, one person to

25            comprehend in just a couple of days,
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 2            this entire project, so I just want to

 3            concentrate on the -- what do they call

 4            it -- the Community Grid.

 5                I'd like to put the cars and

 6            vehicles in a trench in that area and

 7            build a linear park above it.  With all

 8            the steel that's going to come out of

 9            the old bridge, it wouldn't take that

10            much infrastructure to use that steel to

11            build a linear park similar to what

12            they've done in other cities, including

13            New York City, where they took a trolley

14            line and they built a linear park and

15            they put all kinds of things up there.

16                We've got lots of room to do that.

17            At that linear park you could do things

18            like a hockey rink, another small

19            amphitheater for music in the park.  You

20            could put a mountain there and do some,

21            you know, put in kind of an artificial

22            ski slope for the winter, take advantage

23            of our winter sports.  You could put a

24            ballpark up there.  You could actually

25            put a school up there.  It depends on
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 2            how big you want to make this linear

 3            park.

 4                And like in Chicago, where some

 5            areas of the city they have raised the

 6            street level up a notch, where some of

 7            the older buildings actually had to put

 8            new entrances in.  And underneath that

 9            street level is where all the deliveries

10            are made and all the traffic is and

11            parking facilities.  So it would be a

12            lot less expensive to do a trench, a lot

13            less expensive.  You're not doing the

14            tunnel, and kind of keep a gap between

15            the linear park and the top of the wall

16            of the trench, so you get the air

17            circulating.

18                You keep the bottom, you keep the

19            road level above the water table.  One

20            of the problems with doing the tunnel,

21            they had to get rid of the water, it's a

22            high water table.  So take all the

23            rubble that's coming off the old bridge,

24            use that to build gentle ramps, so

25            people can go up in wheelchairs and
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 2            people can go up in a bike, bike trail.

 3            You could easily reach the Lincoln Hill

 4            neighborhood, that's what this is, with

 5            a bike trail.  It's not that far away,

 6            if you don't have to cross 50 roads.

 7                So you could really tie in the

 8            University area, the south side of the

 9            city and this side I guess, call it the

10            lower east side.  You could tie people

11            together through that linear park and it

12            could become a feature that other cities

13            could try and mimic forever.

14                And whatever bridges have to be

15            built, it shouldn't be just the old

16            conventional bridges we've been building

17            for a hundred years.  They should have

18            some aesthetic quality like you see in

19            London and other parts of the world,

20            where the bridge is a work of art.  So

21            you've got cross bridges, you're going

22            to have some kind of cross bridges to

23            either go east or west, north or south.

24                I'd like to see the main highway and

25            all the traffic going pretty much
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 2            underground.  But I agree the tunnel is

 3            too expensive.  And the tunnel I think

 4            requires too many buildings to be

 5            destroyed, existing buildings.  So

 6            that's my thought.  Turn it into a

 7            feature, not just a transportation mode.

 8                Just one more, it's just one more

 9            highway with a different labeling on it.

10            The other thing, all the kids in that

11            area, it would give them a great place

12            to go and be safe out of traffic, have a

13            ball field up there, and less likely to

14            get in trouble; not knowing what to do

15            with themselves in the concrete jungle.

16                So I think that solves some social

17            problems probably, and it gives them a

18            way of solving the issue of supposedly

19            the separation between the University

20            area and the neighborhoods, because the

21            road goes right through the middle.  I

22            think that brings everybody together.

23            Those are my thoughts.

24                VIRAJ PATEL:  So in the preliminary

25            DEIS, the economic impact portion of it
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 2            does not adequately cover the Town of

 3            Salina, Liverpool and Mattydale.  So,

 4            when they are doing their final version,

 5            if they could include that in the

 6            economic impact portion and we would get

 7            a better idea of the true economic

 8            impact of the region.

 9                MIKE PARZYCH:  Since Almond Street,

10            which is named after a tree, is going to

11            be rebuilt into a Parkway Boulevard,

12            with islands down the middle portion of

13            it, it would be more fitting to rename

14            it the Barack Obama Parkway in honor of

15            the old 15th Ward people who were

16            displaced by Urban Renewal in the

17            building of Route 81 in the first place.

18            It's my idea.

19                SARAH McILVAIN: Community aesthetics

20            are particularly important for setting

21            the tone of the community.  And I would

22            hope that all intersections and bridges

23            in the city are at least the quality of

24            the new Teall Street exit, if not

25            better.
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 2                Another comment to make is,

 3            hopefully that one to two percent of

 4            construction budget is set aside for

 5            this purpose.

 6                [Conclusion of speakers].

 7                        *   *   *   *
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 1                        Worley

 2                EMILY WORLEY:  I'm in favor of

 3            keeping the highways up but fixing them

 4            up.  Even when I went over and looked at

 5            the TV and looked at it, instead of

 6            taking it all up and putting in

 7            neighborhoods, I don't think that's a

 8            good idea.  For one thing because crime,

 9            Number 1.

10                You notice the shootings that have

11            been happening, they're happening in

12            neighborhoods.  If you make it be

13            neighborhoods over there and take the

14            highway up, there is chances for that to

15            increase over there.  Where they won't

16            do it in the highway, they'll do it in

17            the neighborhoods.

18                Another thing too, I think they

19            started something in the '60s, they

20            wanted those highways there, they took

21            all those families, neighborhoods out.

22            Keep it up, you know, keep up the

23            highway, fix them up really nice.  Those

24            pictures I saw back there on the TV, the

25            highways was, to me when they fix them,
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 2            were very nice.  And I just think they

 3            should keep them.

 4                RICH PUCHALSKI: Rich Puchalski,

 5            Executive Director Syracuse United

 6            Neighbors, 1540 South Salina Street,

 7            13205.  Only a couple blocks away from

 8            81.  Our office, Salina Street and

 9            Kennedy has been around 42 years, and we

10            have a target area, the south side,

11            southwest and near west side and skunk

12            city neighborhoods.

13                I'm here today to talk about getting

14            access to information.  I just watched

15            some of the video on the other side of

16            this door.  I guess it was dated June

17            18, 2019, Mark Frechette.  You know it's

18            a video, TV.  I looked at the 15,000

19            page document on the other side of the

20            gym here.  And so you know my issue is,

21            how does our organization, how does our

22            members, we're a membership

23            organization, gain access to whatever

24            products DOT has to explain about the 81

25            projects?
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 2                I've seen booklets around the

 3            Greater Syracuse Community, where you

 4            could go and read the booklet.  I don't

 5            know if there are any TV portals that a

 6            neighborhood organization could get and

 7            take it to community meetings.  And you

 8            know, have that portal or TV used to

 9            educate the community about the 81

10            projects.

11                So you know, that's primarily what

12            I'm interested in talking about today,

13            you know, to gain access to sitting down

14            and reading 15, close to 15,000 pages.

15            I don't know if you've got like a

16            library where you could take the book

17            out and read it.  I don't know if there

18            are portals, I don't know what other

19            products.

20                And that's primarily right now, just

21            gaining information.  And there is

22            probably a lot more information out

23            there that I'm not aware of.  Anyway,

24            that's it.

25                        *   *   *   *
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 1                       Johnston

 2                DANA JOHNSTON:  My name is Dana

 3            Johnston, I live in Camillus.  And I am

 4            President and Chair of the Board of

 5            Directors of Mainstream Green, Inc.,

 6            which is an environmental non-profit.

 7                I would like to express my personal

 8            opposition to the community grid option.

 9            And I feel instead that they should go

10            back to the drawing board and consider a

11            trilevel raised highway, with the bottom

12            level being accessed by elevators with

13            pedestrian areas, areas for push carts,

14            and recreational activities at the

15            lowest level, and also the ability to

16            cross the street level traffic there for

17            pedestrians.

18                And then the upper two levels, one

19            would be northbound, one would be

20            southbound, occupying the same footprint

21            the highway has now.  And it would also

22            include bike and pedestrian lanes -- or

23            won't need pedestrian if we have the

24            third level.  Bike lanes both northbound

25            and southbound, and access to the same
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 1                       Johnston

 2            elevators that people might need to get

 3            to the street level.

 4                So for example, at the intersection

 5            of where University Hospital is there

 6            would be elevators there for folks to

 7            get to the pedestrian level, which is

 8            the lowest level.

 9                The reason I am suggesting this is,

10            the community grid will have a

11            tremendously adverse affect on air

12            pollution at the level of pedestrians

13            and children.  And also it will deposit

14            this pollution at the footsteps of most

15            of our hospitals, where sick people need

16            to breathe well to heal.

17                We already in Syracuse have a higher

18            rate of pulmonary and cardiovascular

19            events due to air pollution, more than

20            Utica, Albany or Buffalo or Yonkers, the

21            other large cities outside of New York

22            City.  It's estimated that the release

23            of carbons would be in the hundreds of

24            millions of tons, because of this route

25            as compared to having a straight viaduct
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 1                       Johnston

 2            going through.

 3                We can't afford, our planet cannot

 4            afford to release any additional fumes,

 5            any additional carbons, greenhouse gases

 6            into our atmosphere.  We're at a crisis

 7            point now.  And if we want people to

 8            survive on this planet past the next

 9            twenty years, then we have to cut our

10            carbon release immediately.

11                And there is no sense in building

12            something that will last into the future

13            if we are not going to keep the planet

14            so it will last into the future.  I have

15            a degree and expertise in the area

16            because of my interest in the

17            environment.  And from that viewpoint I

18            hope that they listen to it.

19                The other thing is that the latest

20            studies by the Department of

21            Transportation showed that every

22            person's commute would be lengthened by

23            at least six minutes.  And that is

24            enough of a difference in terms of the

25            pollution that it would create, that
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 1                      O'Donnell

 2            that's where the calculation comes from

 3            for how many hundreds of thousands of

 4            tons will be created of carbon release

 5            due to the longer route.

 6                JAMES O'DONNELL:  Why don't we start

 7            out with first the original intersection

 8            of 81/690 in 1967 has a design flaw in

 9            that there was not a complete connection

10            between 690 and 81 on the north side of

11            the city.

12                I see on the viaduct option that is

13            presented here, that flaw is corrected.

14            I see on the grid option that flaw is

15            not corrected.  Any product design

16            function comes before form.  That design

17            flaw should be corrected even if the

18            grid option is the more sensible

19            approach.  Even if it requires more

20            buildings to be taken.  And I understand

21            it's not as many as they show on the

22            viaduct option because that's a lot of

23            buildings itself.  But in the north, we

24            have to take property similar to what

25            they're showing in the viaduct option on
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 2            the north side.

 3                So in comparison of costs between

 4            the grid option and the viaduct option

 5            as proposed is apples and oranges,

 6            because it does not fix that design

 7            flaw.  So I would suggest that if the

 8            grid option is the preferred way, that

 9            they modify that plan to include fixing

10            that connection between 690 and what

11            would become the business loop or I'm

12            not sure what you would call it, what

13            would become the existing 81 North out

14            of the city.  Fix that design flaw.  And

15            yes, take more property, that side of

16            the city, and spend more money on the

17            grid option, but that flaw should be

18            fixed.

19                RON REUDINK:  In 1968 I was a young

20            college graduate looking around where I

21            lived and I realized that 81 was being

22            completed, 690 was going to shortly be

23            completed.  And I looked at this and I

24            thought a big positive place for

25            business, also efficiency getting
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 2            around.

 3                Now, since I've been here there is

 4            certainly some deficient things that are

 5            happening.  Especially 81 North getting

 6            onto 690 going west, either way, there

 7            is no connections.  And hopefully that

 8            would be something that I want to have

 9            considered.

10                I do think that if we, if the grid

11            comes in its going to make it even

12            tougher for the west side suburbia,

13            because now people that are coming from

14            the south into Syracuse on 81, will have

15            to go all the way around 481, either

16            that or get off in the city and take

17            exits.

18                The problem is, years ago there was

19            a big battle when 81 was first coming

20            in, it was a political one, between the

21            city and maybe some of the west part of

22            the suburbia, where there was going to

23            be a bypass coming onto the west side,

24            that got axed out on West Genesee Street

25            and stopped there.
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 2                So it's like politics played part of

 3            that.  And looks like, I'm hoping that

 4            politics is not going to be part of

 5            this.  We have a great position here in

 6            the city, keeping it the way it is but

 7            making it more access from north 81 to

 8            690.  It should stay that way as far as

 9            the exits and entrances.

10                We have, 81 goes all the way down

11            the east coast into Tennessee.  And

12            there is just tremendous chance of

13            business back and forth along with the

14            railroads going through Central New

15            York, the Thruway.  And it's so

16            centrally located that I'm surprised

17            that there wasn't more talk about this,

18            because of the great diversity of this

19            area also.

20                I just hope that the viaduct stays

21            and continues, because I think it's an

22            important thing for suburbia,

23            particularly on the west side.

24                DAVID COOPER:  I was wondering if

25            the new plan involved reflectors in the
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 1                        Cooper

 2            lanes, you know, they always are lacking

 3            of those, to distinguish the lanes,

 4            especially in the bad weather, which we

 5            have occasion to have here.  I was just

 6            wondering.  Hopefully they'll have

 7            enough sense to do that.  And I hope

 8            they get back to me with an answer.

 9           [Conclusion of Speakers this night].

10                    *   *   *   *
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 9 and correct transcript thereof and all of the

10 proceedings had therein.
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 1                       Chevelle

 2                CHEVELLE:  I'm definitely for the

 3            community grid, but my only concern with

 4            the community grid is the fact that

 5            they're going to be lowering it in an

 6            area where you have elementary school

 7            age children.  And unfortunately, a lot

 8            of people, I shouldn't say a lot, but

 9            there is a number of people who are

10            emotionally unstable.  And I feel that

11            lowering it at the point to put our

12            children at more risk for their personal

13            safety, not even regard to the speed of

14            traffic, but just the security of human

15            ethics, meaning like you can have

16            concerns with children possibly being

17            abducted.  That's my concern.

18                But I want to say I'm definitely in

19            favor of the community grid, but they

20            need to think about that portion of it.

21                WILLIAM RUDY:  Well, I live on Route

22            298.  Very busy highway with heavy truck

23            traffic.  The Town of Dewitt encourages

24            more trucking companies to come all the

25            time.  There is a great deal of traffic
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 2            now.  It would be much worse with the

 3            tractor trailers using the new Route 81.

 4            Also the idea of an Inland Port, I'm

 5            worried about Exit 7 interchange

 6            becoming a truck stop and Route 298

 7            becoming a four-lane highway.

 8                JAN KLOCOWSKI:  So while the

 9            community grid looks good there is a

10            transfer of a bottleneck made worse from

11            one side of the city to the east side of

12            the city.  Right now the east side of

13            the city, when you look at Lyndon, it

14            has a huge amount of traffic in the

15            morning, and in the evening, whether

16            you're coming and going on 481 north or

17            whether you're coming up from 481 south

18            and getting off at Fayetteville or

19            Dewitt.  So much so that some of that

20            traffic is pushed back about a mile too,

21            on some bad weather days and even rainy

22            days.

23                So my concern is unless they have

24            the ability to remediate and have a

25            better flow of traffic for the east side
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 2            as well as the west side, they need to

 3            stop and they need to make sure that

 4            this is not going to increase accidents.

 5            The truck flow alone is going to make

 6            people antsy, the amount of traffic on

 7            Lyndon alone coming in and going out is

 8            going to push this to the limit where

 9            people are not going to be able to move

10            at all coming from Manlius or coming

11            from Fayetteville.  That's a big issue.

12            And that's my big issue with what

13            they're trying to do.

14                I don't know how you can say the

15            community grid is great when you're not

16            looking at how it's going to affect

17            traffic all over the city.  And

18            apparently they either don't feel it's

19            necessary to consider the east side or

20            they don't care or they don't have a

21            solution or maybe they need to take more

22            time and figure it out.  So I'm kind of

23            suspect right now how it's going to work

24            well.

25                MICHAEL ABBOTT:  I looked at the
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 2            projects, the three different choices.

 3            I think the community grid would make

 4            481 an unsafe traffic area.  Even though

 5            I live right off 481, I'm not against

 6            having 481 increase in size, make it

 7            more traffic friendly, but with all the

 8            extra traffic coming through 81,

 9            normally the offset traffic would come

10            off to 481 when it's overburdened.  And

11            now you would be over doubling the

12            amount of traffic coming up 481.  And

13            with putting that much more stress and

14            pressure on the existing environment,

15            bridges, off ramps and so forth.

16                The community project is not a fair

17            and viable option for those living near

18            481, and also those in the city, because

19            any traffic that chooses to go into the

20            city, you're just going to be putting

21            them on city roads, instead of giving

22            them the option to have an easy passage

23            through, for and around the city.

24                481 in the winter time can be a very

25            dangerous highway because of the amount
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 2            of traffic that's on there now.  When

 3            you're going to double the amount of

 4            traffic on there now it's going to cause

 5            that much more traffic back up, that

 6            much more unsafe travel, especially in

 7            the winter time.  It is just too much

 8            for the highway to consume that much

 9            more traffic, especially in the long

10            term.

11                It's not the safer viable option for

12            the people living near the onramp and

13            off-ramp of 481.  And I think the

14            community grid is just not a realistic

15            idea.

16                As far as the tunnel goes, that

17            whole idea I'm sure is an option that

18            had to be brought up because somebody

19            wanted to have another option besides

20            the two that were there.  I definitely

21            think it is a pipe dream, something that

22            is not a viable option.  Syracuse is a

23            very wet area, not that it has anything

24            to do with the tunnel, but I just think

25            that is not to be considered as an
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 2            option that we could choose.

 3                I do like the viaduct option, it's

 4            just I would like to see the viaduct

 5            done.  Still do the improvements on 481,

 6            to help absorb existing traffic that is

 7            there.  Enhance it, fix it, make 481

 8            better.  Rebuild 81 on the second phase

 9            of it, so that way 481 can absorb that

10            traffic in the amount of time that it's

11            being built.  And then decrease some of

12            the onramps and off-ramps on 81 in the

13            city.  There are too many now, too many

14            options.  Lower the number of options

15            getting on 81 to help keep the traffic

16            flowing better.

17                And I like the idea of having access

18            from 690 to 81, which we don't have now.

19            If that is the only option I'm okay with

20            what has been chosen, but that's the

21            only other thing I can think that maybe

22            need some more looking into.

23                But the viaduct I believe is

24            definitely the best option, when all is

25            said and done, and I hope it will
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 2            actually come though a public vote where

 3            the public can help decide on which of

 4            the three options that everybody agrees

 5            with and not just a select few in the

 6            government or traffic around the

 7            planning committee.

 8                Fortunately we are getting these

 9            options available to the high schools,

10            people can see.  So let's make this more

11            of a citywide vote instead of just a few

12            politicians taking their ideas and

13            projecting them to us.

14                LARRY BYRNES:  Number 1, we only

15            have, with these programs, with

16            community grid, we are only going to

17            have one major interstate around the

18            city.  If something ever happens on 481

19            which necessitates the closing, we're

20            really up the creek.  Other cities that

21            have gone to the community grid have

22            already had a loop system around the

23            city, so closing off the center part of

24            the loop wasn't as catastrophic.

25                 Number 2.  I'm concerned about the
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 2            businesses in the Town of Salina,

 3            Destiny USA, access to the ball park,

 4            and I think it's really going to hurt

 5            the hotels, etc. near 7th North Street.

 6                Number 3.  I really think the entire

 7            Exit 3 exchange on 481 in Dewitt has to

 8            be completely redone.  Northbound exit

 9            is controlled by a stop sign, and those

10            poor people -- northbound exit going

11            east, is controlled by a stop sign, and

12            those poor people sit there for a very

13            long period of time.

14                Southbound exit to Route 5 East now

15            consistently backs up into the highway.

16            Getting on at Exit 3, another one,

17            northbound on 481, attempting to merge

18            to 690 West is a challenge sometimes

19            now.  And it would be very difficult in

20            the future with all the traffic moved

21            over from 81.

22                And I strongly support the new

23            viaduct proposed.

24                MR. ANONYMOUS:  As of this date,

25            July 10, 2019, there appears to be a
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 2            plan to destroy I-81 as an elevated

 3            highway and relocate the traffic to

 4            Interstate 481.  The present central

 5            portion, downtown Syracuse, would be

 6            modified to a street level street

 7            complex known as the community grid.

 8                A potential problem with this

 9            scenario is the trebling of high speed

10            traffic on I-481.  The traffic noise is

11            already at a high volume in Dewitt.

12            Increasing the vehicles using the

13            roadway by three times will increase the

14            noise and vehicle emissions.  I-481 was

15            not constructed for the number of

16            vehicles proposed.

17                I have traveled on I-481 at rush

18            hours to see present conditions.

19            Morning congestion is present and will

20            be exacerbated when the I-81 viaduct is

21            eliminated.  The present conditions

22            create slow conditions, and tripling the

23            traffic will create a commuter nightmare.

24            At this time there are no plans to

25            relieve congestion or make the passage
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 2            safer.

 3                The original intent of the

 4            Eisenhower Interstate system was to

 5            provide passable routes for military

 6            vehicles in an emergency, patterned

 7            after the German Autobahn. Bottlenecking

 8            traffic and increasing the number of

 9            users will defeat that purpose.  Given

10            the noise level increase, the value of

11            Dewitt properties will decrease,

12            producing falling tax revenue and less

13            desirable properties, unless commercial

14            or industrial use businesses are willing

15            to move into the area.  Given New York

16            is in a negative population cycle, it is

17            unlikely that commercial businesses

18            would find the land sought after, i.e.,

19            the standard of living for communities

20            affected will fall.

21                The opportunity exists to test the

22            workability of the changing of I-481 to

23            I-81.  Temporarily block off I-81 at the

24            I-481 entrance and observe the traffic

25            patterns and difficulties.  Ignoring the
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 1                       Fleming

 2            potential problems is a recipe for

 3            disaster.  Later changes will be costly

 4            and difficult to make.  Do the prudent

 5            now or risk a boondoggle later.

 6                One fact ignored is the ability of

 7            the City of Syracuse to maintain the

 8            community grid.  The tax base cannot

 9            sustain the present utilities and

10            infrastructure.  While it may sound

11            desirable, history does not support the

12            intentions versus the reality.

13                SUSAN FLEMING:  Does everyone know

14            the purpose of a Interstate highway?

15            Interstate highways were established in

16            1956 by President Dwight D. Eisenhower

17            to provide high speed and high capacity

18            systems without stoplights and with

19            exits spaced, whenever possible, at

20            least one mile apart.

21                People using I-81 are doing so to

22            travel north and south at a high rate of

23            speed and without stoplights.

24                Some feel that the grid will solve

25            all the problems of Syracuse, When the
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 2            grid will only bring noise and pollution

 3            to the ground level, create unneeded

 4            gridlock and push commerce away from

 5            downtown, leaving the city of Syracuse

 6            more poverty stricken.

 7                690 is a raised highway that runs

 8            through several neighborhoods without

 9            dividing those neighborhoods.  Stop

10            using this as a reason for the grid.

11                Rebuild the raised highway with

12            improved exits.

13                [Conclusion of speakers for 7/10/19]

14                    *   *   *   *
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 1                      Pierce-El

 2                CHARLES PIERCE-EL:  I'm concerned

 3            about 81 going into 481 with an exit

 4            plan coming from Jamesville Road, coming

 5            south to north.  And I would like for

 6            that road to be widened, because

 7            Jamesville Road goes into Comstock

 8            Avenue, which is the back of Syracuse

 9            University.  And with the backing of the

10            dome, so traffic coming straight through

11            the city, other ways off of Brighton

12            down into Salina or State Street,

13            there's Colvin up to the University.  I

14            think it would be better having traffic

15            coming that way, making a road into

16            Jamesville Road into Comstock, and going

17            up to Syracuse University to the dome.

18            Particularly with games and events going

19            on in the City of Syracuse.  I think it

20            would be a help not only for the traffic

21            but for safety issues as well.

22                Also Wilson Park, during the period

23            of construction, Wilson Park, which is

24            located on McBride and Townsend, I think

25            that park should be shut down completely
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 2            because children playing there, they've

 3            got their basketball and swimming and

 4            stuff and then during construction that

 5            park should be shut down and relocated

 6            in a more safer area where kids can

 7            play.  And wouldn't be contacted with

 8            the environmental studies at issue

 9            during that period of time.

10                So I think if you can find a better

11            location rather than have children right

12            there playing ball or even just playing

13            in that area, especially when it closes

14            up and stuff.  We don't want children

15            playing in that area of contamination or

16            high with the land that has lead in it.

17                So we need to put a safer

18            environment.  Relocate a place where

19            they could play safely in, instead of

20            right there at McBride and Townsend

21            Street.  So for the children, speaking

22            in terms for the children's safety and

23            health.

24                DEBORAH POLK:  I'm very interested

25            in the noise barrier.  And I just read
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 2            some information there is some new green

 3            technology noise barriers that are

 4            coming out or are out, that will also

 5            help relieve the CO2 emissions.  Really

 6            like to see that type go up, especially

 7            because my parents house, senior

 8            citizens, with their breathing problems

 9            as it is.

10                I've lived on the south side, my

11            parents have lived there for over 45

12            years, and with the dust, that goes

13            along with it, I think that would be

14            great to help control some of that.

15            Because we're literally a back yard, not

16            even a football field away from the

17            highway, their back yard is.

18                And also I'm concerned about

19            Brighton Avenue between State and

20            Thurber under the underpass, that

21            bridge.  They put up new apartments for

22            students and people as well, just

23            residents, that's very dark at night.

24            There is broken sidewalks under there

25            and homeless people are under there.  So
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 2            it's very scary.  So throughout the year

 3            there is students that have brought up

 4            the issue that it's a concern of theirs

 5            going home, going back and forth to

 6            class.  So I don't know if some sort of

 7            lighting could be put up under there,

 8            maybe even a camera.  Definitely fix the

 9            sidewalks there.  May even need to be a

10            rail, some sort of rail, because the way

11            it comes, the traffic comes down

12            Brighton Avenue towards Salina, it can

13            be a little fast for people walking, for

14            pedestrians shall we say.

15                We do not have a sufficient grocery

16            store, full size grocery store on the

17            south side.  They took out Tops from the

18            Valley, which was a key grocery store,

19            but from there we have nothing all way

20            through downtown.

21                As well as over on another part of

22            the city I don't know if this is

23            considered my area, South Avenue area,

24            there is no gas stations, no service

25            stations between South Salina and Castle
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 2            all the way over to South Avenue from

 3            Seneca Turnpike all the way down.  You

 4            have to go way down past West Street

 5            somewhere to find a gas station.  That's

 6            another concern of mine, that I think

 7            something should be done about for the

 8            inner city.  At the moment I think

 9            that's about it.

10                AUDREY FLETCHER:  So first I want to

11            say that I appreciate this forum because

12            it's, you know, it shows everything, so

13            it's a jumping off place for a lot of

14            the information.  That part is good.

15                But as someone who is opposed to the

16            grid, I feel that DOT representatives

17            here have not really made their case.

18            So there is a lot of things that they

19            mentioned that are conjecture.  There

20            are a lot of things that I think are not

21            backed up.  Insufficient data doesn't

22            support their assertion.

23                I particularly worry about downtown

24            Syracuse, which has been fighting very

25            hard to come back to life, and it's
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 2            starting to become vibrant, and it did

 3            all without the grid.  So the grid is

 4            not going to do anything to make

 5            downtown Syracuse better, doing it all

 6            by itself without the grid.

 7                I think it makes commons sense that

 8            if we have a major traffic artery that

 9            goes from Tennessee to the Canadian

10            border, it needs to go in a straight

11            line and continue.  I don't know why

12            anybody should think it's a good idea to

13            interrupt itself in Syracuse, New York.

14                I have a beef about the format here.

15            This should definitely be a Q and A

16            session.  So while it's very interesting

17            to talk with the representatives from

18            DOT, they're able -- they're presenting

19            their point of view.  They have decided

20            on the grid, so they have an advantage.

21            So people who are against the grid are

22            dispersed in the room.

23                So I can give my comments

24            individually to a DOT person, but we

25            need a large group, we need them on a
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 2            stage, a large group of people, no

 3            matter what their position is, should be

 4            able to ask questions and have the DOT

 5            in front of everybody defend their

 6            position.  They have an automatic

 7            advantage because they've decided on the

 8            grid.  And they're not -- they're not

 9            having to defend their position.  And

10            that makes me mad, since there is no

11            opportunity for people like me.

12                JANET MORETH:  Forcing us to get off

13            the highway with the community grid is

14            not a good thing.  It's going to add

15            time.  I don't want to be forced to

16            drive through the city of Syracuse.

17            When I get ready to go somewhere I want

18            to get on the highway from the south and

19            I want to get on and go north.

20                There was a grid in here back in the

21            '50s, it didn't work then.  I'm not sure

22            what makes people think it's going to

23            work now with more traffic.  A viaduct

24            would be okay or maintaining 81 as it

25            is.  But forcing people to drive 481 to
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 2            go around the city is not an option,

 3            because there is no place for me to get

 4            off without double backtracking to go

 5            where I go.  And I really don't like the

 6            idea of being forced the drive through

 7            the city.  I think that's it.

 8            [Conclusion of speakers for 7/11/19].

 9                         *   *   *   *
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 1                        Deitz

 2                BRADD DEITZ:  Well I feel that I

 3            like the idea that they're doing

 4            something with this, it is an issue that

 5            needs to be dealt with.  I propose that

 6            it be raised instead of lowered, raised

 7            another hundred feet or whatever above

 8            everything.  So that it doesn't, you

 9            know, interfere with the volume of

10            tractor trailers and stuff that are

11            going back and forth to Canada and up

12            and down the east coast.  81, you know,

13            is like 95, you know, essentially.

14                And if you raised it you can heat

15            it, you could cover it, you could fan it

16            at both ends and keep all the elements

17            out of it.  They say it would be a lot

18            more expensive.  I don't see how that

19            could be.  You're putting columns that

20            are 200 feet in the air and then, you

21            know, connecting.  You can put it in any

22            direction you want if you raise it.

23                You don't have to deal with any of

24            the issues around that are on the

25            ground.  You could have exits at both
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 2            ends, and the people that want to come

 3            to Syracuse they can get off at the

 4            Syracuse exit and back on, take Almond

 5            Street grid, but not interfere with the

 6            volume of traffic that doesn't want to

 7            go through the city.  Don't have to deal

 8            with 481, it's out of the way.  But

 9            that's just my opinion.  I think it

10            should be raised and not lowered.

11                KATHLEEN KINSLOW:  So I wanted to

12            talk about two things.  I'm in favor of

13            the community grid.  But my background

14            is, my brother is one of the architects

15            that was on the I-81 Committee that was

16            making recommendations for the community

17            grid.  And I believe that they sent a

18            report to the Department of

19            Transportation in Albany.  So I've been

20            talking with my brother about this for

21            at least four or five years.

22                And in the final drawings that we

23            have here, we have the trees along the

24            sides and then the medians for the

25            community grid on Almond Street, that
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 2            whole street.  And what the architects

 3            were pointing out was for the land to be

 4            really valuable you need 100 linear

 5            feet, and then you can put up really

 6            tall buildings.

 7                And so they wanted to ensure that we

 8            guard having that property, the hundred

 9            feet, so that we're right in proximity

10            with the hospitals and Syracuse

11            University, and what they, as they're

12            growing, because of the nation's

13            population, they're also needing

14            probably more space for the very

15            different kinds of services that they

16            provide.

17                And so my concern is that the design

18            of the street consider the linear feet

19            or measurement to the street so that we

20            can have those pieces of land available

21            for new construction of the tall

22            building.

23                Now, why would that be so important

24            for me in the economic sense?  Because

25            I'm an educator, and when I look at the
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 2            school system, the city schools, is that

 3            a lot of students don't perform very

 4            well.  Now, if you ever ask an educator

 5            how can you improve the test scores for

 6            any classroom or any school system?  The

 7            first thing you would say is, just

 8            change the population that's sitting in

 9            the desk.

10                In other words, if you get students

11            with a higher income level, automatically

12            you're going to see higher test

13            performance.  See people that have more

14            resources, their children have more

15            background knowledge, they have greater

16            language skills that have been developed.

17            And so they're already getting out of

18            the class more because the teacher is

19            giving more, because that's what's

20            available to her.

21                And so if we think about the

22            families that live close by, especially

23            right here in the heart of the city,

24            where the construction is going to be

25            taking place with the viaduct, what I
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 2            want to have available for those

 3            families is just a greater possibility

 4            for earning, or living salaries through

 5            better jobs.

 6                In other words, you have buildings

 7            where you can have things, might be with

 8            technology, might be with the medical

 9            field, might be related to Syracuse

10            University.  We have the business

11            incubator here, down here, right in the

12            heart of the city, near Almond Street.

13                And so for me it's all well and good

14            that people say, well now we have a bus

15            that takes people from here directly to

16            Destiny Mall and back, you know, without

17            stopping.  But to me a low level retail

18            job is not going to sustain a family.

19            Those are the families where the parents

20            are working two and three jobs just to

21            be able to make ends meet.  But if we

22            had something that was available to them

23            close by, to me, that would really

24            change a lot of lives for the good.

25                And so I would like to know if there
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 2            is any possibility of narrowing how much

 3            space the pathway takes by removing the

 4            trees where it's possible to have the

 5            linear footage that you need for larger

 6            buildings.  So I'm looking at the

 7            economic impact there.

 8                Now, the other thing, I was going to

 9            say, I'm very very supportive of the

10            community grid.  I live in Baldwinsville

11            and I come into the city.  I volunteered

12            here at the P-tech for three years,

13            early in the morning.  And the only

14            reason I stopped is because I'm a full

15            time caregiver for my mom, and she fell.

16                But when I was coming here then, I

17            was going back onto 690 back home to

18            Baldwinsville in the opposite direction,

19            at 7:34 in the morning.  And what I see

20            is the traffic would slow down or

21            sometimes stop almost as far as the Fair

22            Grounds a lot of times, because you just

23            have the one little exit getting off at

24            Harrison.  Everybody is coming into the

25            city, but I don't know if it's teachers
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 2            or what, might be a lot of the medical

 3            people have to come in at 7.  But it was

 4            just very very slow or sometimes

 5            stopped.  Definitely stopped if there

 6            was an accident.

 7                And I did not know if people

 8            understand or realize at least in the

 9            suburbs how the community grid is going

10            to make that commute for people coming

11            from the northwest, from Camillus and

12            Baldwinsville into the city actually

13            much faster, make multiple ways to get

14            into the city.

15                The only other thing I wanted to

16            throw in, I don't know how much it has

17            to do with this, but I was curious when

18            I was at the University of Alabama in

19            Tuscaloosa we were talking about using

20            railroad tracks to have a fast commute

21            train between Tuscaloosa and Birmingham,

22            because quite a few people were using

23            the Interstate 59 to go from Tuscaloosa

24            to Birmingham to work and come back.

25            And that was about an hour and 10
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 2            minutes one way.  They had already

 3            expanded the roads to three lanes.

 4                And I'm looking at 690, we keep

 5            expanding the roads, more and more lanes

 6            because there are more and more people

 7            commuting into the city.  And I was

 8            wondering if we would ever be able to

 9            use the railroad that runs parallel with

10            690, at least through Baldwinsville as a

11            fast commuter rail into the city.  And

12            it's a very expensive thing, but I just

13            thought long term vision in terms of

14            what do we do with all this traffic for

15            people coming into the city?

16                KATHY CORYELL:  I drive all of the

17            highways, 481, 81 and 690.  And I

18            recommend with the community grid

19            solution.  I think the tunnel would be

20            extremely expensive and long term

21            maintenance would be cost prohibitive to

22            the community.

23            [Conclusion of speakers for 7/16/19].

24                     *   *   *   *
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 1                     Rucker & Fay

 2                CARL RUCKER:  My question is, what

 3            is the short and long term economic

 4            impact of the community grid?  What are

 5            the safety measures that will be

 6            instituted once the project is

 7            completed?  Will there be an increased

 8            police presence?  Will there be I guess

 9            bike officers, foot patrol, things of

10            that nature?  Lights, stop lights, stop

11            signs?

12                DEBBIE FAY:  I travel 481.  This is

13            unrelated to this project really, but I

14            want to let them know.  481 to Genesee

15            Street, Route 5 East.  And a few years

16            ago they decided to take the yield sign

17            out of that exit where you merge onto

18            Genesee Street and made it a stop sign.

19            It's the worst possible thing they could

20            have done.

21                Dewitt would be behind you, going

22            towards Wegmans, Fayetteville, Manlius

23            and you're almost at a T, you know,

24            there is no angle, you're almost at a T,

25            so you're stopped.  And now you've got
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 2            the traffic coming off the cloverleaf

 3            from Syracuse coming on 481 South, and

 4            then they get off and they head east on

 5            Genesee Street.  And they're merging

 6            with the traffic that's already on Route

 7            5 at Genesee Street.  And you're sitting

 8            there waiting.  Then there is a stop

 9            light up there at the top of the hill

10            called Maple Drive.  And you can sit

11            there for a long time waiting to get

12            into that.  And it's the worst

13            reengineering I've ever seen.

14                And I know several people that, and

15            you can be sitting there and the line

16            will be backed up 10, 12 cars easy at

17            certain times of day.  So I just want to

18            tell them that's just poor planning or

19            something.  I don't know how you say

20            that, what do you say, poor engineering.

21            The person that planned it doesn't use

22            it because they would have never done

23            that.

24                I can't imagine that there were that

25            many more accidents the way it was
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 2            before compared to how it is now.

 3            Because sometimes now, you just get

 4            tired of waiting, and it's like well

 5            there is an opening, I'm going to take

 6            it, because if you don't you're still

 7            sitting there for another forever.  So

 8            that was my thought.

 9                I don't know if that's something you

10            can put it in.  Exit 3 East off of 481

11            North, at Route 5 East.  The renovation

12            of the exit installing a stop sign

13            rather than a yield and merge creates a

14            bottleneck on the exit and a dangerous

15            maneuver to enter the highway heading

16            east.

17                With the red light at the top of the

18            hill on Maple Drive, traffic coming off

19            of 481 South exit to head east and

20            traffic is already on Route 5, lines can

21            back up.  Traffic can back up on the

22            exit 10, 15 cars at a time at busy times

23            of the day.  I don't really need an

24            answer.  Is there any chance that could

25            be revisited?  Some people won't travel
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 2            481 because of the exit on the

 3            southbound.  Going west on Route 5 is

 4            not quite as bad, but you still come to

 5            a complete stop and you're merging with

 6            traffic that's going 40, 50 miles an

 7            hour, from a complete stop.

 8            [Conclusion of speakers for 7/17/19].

 9                         *   *   *   *
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 1                        Brobt

 2                HERBERT BROBT:  It seems to me that

 3            for the past twenty years we have heard

 4            on the news about Route 81 needing to be

 5            updated.  I am wondering how many

 6            millions of dollars have been spent.  My

 7            guess would be it might be more money

 8            than Route 81 cost originally -- I mean

 9            not from Canada to Tennessee, but what

10            it costs to the city.  I think that more

11            money has been spent trying to

12            rehabilitate 81 to Syracuse.

13                The dumbest thing that has ever come

14            up was putting a tunnel from one side of

15            the swamp to the other side of the swamp.

16            Because Syracuse is built on a swamp,

17            downtown Syracuse is a swamp.  But you

18            don't expect an awful lot more when

19            politicians take the reigns.

20                2,000 years ago the Romans built

21            roads through Europe, all the way from

22            Rome to Britain into Scotland, and some

23            of those roads are still there.  The

24            Roman wall is still there.  I mean

25            Donald Trump hasn't got it changed with
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 2            his wall in Mexico, because it's not

 3            going to last, it's not going to last

 4            half as long as the Roman wall.  I have

 5            walked some of the Roman wall.  Some of

 6            the Roman roads, they still exist.

 7                50 years for a super highway to be

 8            constructed and having to be replaced is

 9            a scam.  It's unreal.  There has to be a

10            better way.  And we're going to talk

11            this thing to death.  There is a good

12            chance that I will not see the

13            completion of this highway, because it

14            took already I would guess twenty years,

15            plus or minus to get to where we are

16            today.  And for every step that we take

17            forward we take a step backwards.

18                And who's going to read my report or

19            my concerns?

20                GARY BOOHER:  After spending 25 to

21            30 million dollars since 2013 to 2019,

22            it would seem like we would have the

23            decision or recommendation of which way

24            we're going to go.  We still don't seem

25            to.  The only thing we seem to have done
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 2            is eliminate the tunnel.  I'd like to

 3            see a decision made and, you know, the

 4            project get started, whichever way

 5            they're going to go.

 6                My personal preference would be to

 7            keep the viaduct and fix it to modern

 8            standards.  I know that's not as cheap

 9            as the community grid, but I think

10            that's a better solution and everybody

11            living in the area will be happier.

12                My understanding is that it only

13            took I think around 5 to 10 years to

14            build the Erie Canal from one side of

15            the state to the other.  Seems like we

16            could get 1.2 mile of road through the

17            city.  We have already been studying six

18            years, haven't even started yet.

19                ESTHER CALETTA:  Number 1, so

20            Syracuse winters, how do they intend to

21            keep all this extra expansive highway

22            clean and clear, okay, when will they

23            have the time getting to my road, which

24            is right in Eastwood, okay.  So you

25            know, my concern with the all these
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 2            extra roads to clear, and you know,

 3            Syracuse winter, how they're going to

 4            get into our neighborhood, when they're

 5            off the highway.  Number 1.

 6                And Number 2, my concerns are still,

 7            you know, emergency vehicles.  Now maybe

 8            it will be easier and better coming from

 9            the suburbs, okay, but again, I live

10            right in the city, and my concern is

11            what I'm seeing does not look like it's

12            going to make enough time to get from

13            our home to the hospital any quicker.

14                Also, I'm two blocks up from Burnet

15            Avenue, two blocks north-south, whatever

16            it is, two blocks from Burnet.  And

17            Midler, okay, two blocks away from

18            Midler.  So I'm sick of the drag racing,

19            on Friday nights, okay.  We have noise

20            from people who are like running

21            motorcycles through our neighborhoods.

22            In our neighborhood we do not want more

23            noise, more traffic, more pollution,

24            okay, because Eastwood is a nice

25            neighborhood.  And you know, it's going
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 1                        Burns

 2            to devalue our homes.  I think that's

 3            probably it.  I think that's all about

 4            the handwriting I can muster up tonight.

 5                ROBERT BURNS:  I believe of all the

 6            suburban communities, the people in the

 7            southern suburbs will be most

 8            drastically affected with the community

 9            grid option.  It will be much harder to

10            get to work downtown, to get to sporting

11            events, to get to hospitals, and to get

12            to elderly relatives who live in the

13            northern suburbs like Liverpool and

14            Mattydale.

15                And also I'm skeptical that Route

16            481 will be able to handle the volume of

17            traffic.  I think people in the southern

18            suburbs are sometimes forgotten because

19            we don't have the population density of

20            other areas.  I think state DOT could

21            have done a much better job in repairing

22            Route 81 from the southern suburbs

23            several years ago before it got into

24            such rough condition.  Route 80, Route

25            20, are just as bad, and needs desperate
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 1                         Fish

 2            attention.  And this project will take

 3            emphasis away from other roads that will

 4            need it.

 5                Lastly, I'm concerned about truck

 6            traffic getting off Route 81 northbound

 7            in Cortland County, and actually in

 8            Lafayette to go westbound to avoid the

 9            viaduct, and 481.  Thank you.

10                NANCY FISH:  I've looked at the

11            community grid and the existing 81

12            project.  And I think that with 81 being

13            the community grid it needs to be wider,

14            the lanes need to be wider, more than

15            two on each way.

16                I also think that 81 coming from the

17            south needs more exit ramps.  There

18            should be exit ramps at Martin Luther

19            King and Van Buren.  I think it being

20            more towards Waverly and Comstock, going

21            toward VA and the Carrier Dome would be

22            more effort in reducing the amount of

23            traffic coming from the Dome, from the

24            south, not necessarily from the north.

25            The north is having another connection
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 1                         Fish

 2            from the 481, maybe through Jamesville

 3            that way.  Maybe widening some lanes

 4            there would help.

 5                Also Almond Street has the broken

 6            water mains and floods a lot, right by

 7            the hospitals, and it causes issues

 8            because we have a lot of rain and snow

 9            melts.  And I don't think that community

10            grid would work very well there.  It

11            needs to be built up higher.  And needs

12            more lanes there for when water mains

13            that do break.

14                So I think that widening and making

15            it more usable would be helpful, and the

16            same thing with 81, coming from the

17            north country south, I think if they

18            widened 81 it would have a two more

19            southbound and northbound and more exit

20            ramps, make it three lanes would make

21            less congestion.

22                The other complaint I have is with

23            13 to 14 intersections within one mile

24            with the community grid adding 5 minutes

25            to travel time is not accurate.  I think
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 1                         Fish

 2            they're misleading with those travel

 3            times.  I think the construction models

 4            are not totally accurate with the amount

 5            of traffic that flows through that part

 6            of town.

 7                I also think the traffic lights

 8            being timed properly, someone told me is

 9            not going to work either.  I think it's

10            going to add probably 15 to 20 minutes

11            travel time ongoing to the airport from

12            the south if you use the community grid.

13            I also think going around 481 to 90

14            would also add probably 10 minutes.

15                My suggestion is to basically widen

16            81, more than two lanes, make it three

17            to four, with exit ramps coming off and

18            add a toll to it, just like they do in

19            Pennsylvania.  And the tolls will pay

20            for the construction over the next

21            twenty years just like they did with

22            I-90.

23                JANET SCOTT:  Going around the city

24            on 481 is going to add so many miles,

25            and I'm on a fixed income.  I'm 69, they
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 1                        Scott

 2            ain't giving me a raise every year.  So

 3            I can't afford all that extra driving.

 4                And going through all those lights

 5            on the grid will take forever.  I don't

 6            care what their estimated times are

 7            they're not appropriate.

 8                Coming south and going to the east,

 9            now, you go down 81 and go over to 481,

10            you're going to have to get off the

11            highway to get back on?  That's absurd.

12            That's going to create such a bottleneck

13            there, it's going to be atrocious.

14                The lane expansions they're talking

15            about for 481 are going to be

16            insufficient.  You need to have four

17            lanes going both ways in order to

18            accommodate all the traffic they want to

19            send over there.  And if they're going

20            to do all this stuff to us down in the

21            south why don't they just build a bypass

22            up to the west side of the city, and let

23            them deal with it instead of us.

24                And stop with the bicycle and

25            pedestrian crap.  Because you're
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 1                        Scott

 2            catering to a small group of people and

 3            leaving the rest of us out in the cold.

 4                One other thing they should do is

 5            just fix the bridges they've got.  It's

 6            cheaper, easier, faster.  And they've

 7            got 2050 on all those things over there.

 8            I'm not going to be around in 2050.

 9            Please, God.

10                PATRICK MARTEAU:  How come SU has a

11            say in this, if they don't pay taxes?

12       [Conclusion of speakers for July 23, 2019].

13                    *   *   *   *
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 1                      Jennejahn

 2                SUSAN JENNEJAHN:  I've already

 3            e-mailed the DOT.  This is my concern.

 4            481 in the morning, two lanes right now.

 5            It's very fast, going 75, 80 miles an

 6            hour.  My husband goes to work every day

 7            from B'ville, hits 481 in B'ville then

 8            he goes into East Syracuse.  So the

 9            traffic during rush hour from 7:00 to

10            8:30, there is only two lanes going

11            south, and the two lanes obviously

12            during rush hour going north back home.

13            The traffic is quite heavy.  They go 75

14            miles an hour.

15                My concern is how many lanes are

16            they proposing for 481 with this new

17            viaduct?  And also if there will be more

18            police presence for speeding on that

19            road?

20                Also where the 81/481 exchange is in

21            Cicero, I hope they really evaluate

22            getting on 81 in Cicero in that merge

23            where 481 takes place.  It's a very

24            dangerous on-ramp/off-ramp right now.

25            And I hope they seriously take time to
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 1                     Ossenbruggen

 2            look at that.  And I'll see that when I

 3            go through the little stations.  But

 4            those were my two areas of concern.

 5                And I hope people who are engineers

 6            and have studied traffic patterns are

 7            making the decisions based on today's

 8            population as well as 10 to 15 years

 9            from now.  And that's all.

10                PAUL OSSENBRUGGEN:  So, initially

11            what I want to say is, compared to the

12            process 50, 60 years ago, this is

13            excellent, Number 1.  There was no input

14            of any sort when they tore down the 15th

15            Ward.  And this time we have public

16            participation and people are heard,

17            that's Number 1, that's one of the

18            things I think is really important.

19                The other thing is, I'm an engineer,

20            and they did a very good job of

21            reporting and, you know, all that sort

22            of stuff.  So I'm definitely in favor,

23            this is my second point, I've got two

24            points.  The process is good, it can be

25            improved, it took too long, but that's
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 1                        Morris

 2            beside the point.

 3                The second point is the community

 4            grid is the proper thing to do because

 5            like I said, they put this thing in,

 6            ripped down the 15th Ward and it's a

 7            mess.  It hasn't improved one iota since

 8            they put that thing in there.  Syracuse

 9            should be the core of the area, because

10            it's the hub.  And hopefully it's going

11            to change.  And other cities that have

12            ripped out things like this, have

13            improved dramatically.

14                So I'm optimistic, if you want to

15            put that in there as Number 3.

16                SANDRA MORRIS:  First of all, I

17            think that way too much money has been

18            spent on this project.  We could have

19            taken down the Route 81 bridges and

20            reconstructed them by the time we're

21            spending all this money and meetings and

22            discussions, and spend many years in

23            discussion.  So I think there's been too

24            much money spent.

25                Secondly, I am 66 years old, and was
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 1                     R. Jennejahn

 2            born in Scranton, Pennsylvania.  We used

 3            to travel to Scranton every holiday.  We

 4            had to drive through the city before

 5            Route 81.  It took us four hours to get

 6            to Scranton.  Now with Route 81 it takes

 7            us two hours and 15 minutes.  Yes,

 8            traffic was different then, and cars

 9            were different then, but it still took a

10            lot more time than it does now.

11                I'm for leaving the bridges the way

12            they are, fix them or replace them.  And

13            I don't want to drive through the city.

14            That's all.

15                RICK JENNEJAHN:  The success of the

16            project will rest on the Dewitt and 690

17            interchanges at 481, and the 481 to 81

18            through Circle Drive interchange.  These

19            areas are already jammed and dangerous.

20            Adding a lane or two is just not enough.

21            The interchange at 481 and 81, two lanes

22            from 481 North to 81 North is not

23            sufficient, with traffic at peak

24            evening, due to volume exiting at Circle

25            Drive.
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 1                     R. Jennejahn

 2                I would say you also need to

 3            consider expanding that stretch of

 4            highway, the curve area, by one

 5            additional lane in each direction as it

 6            is currently very dangerous and very

 7            fast.  The interchange at Route 5, Route

 8            91 onto and off of 481 is also very

 9            dangerous now, as the traffic is merging

10            both on and off 481 at high speeds in

11            both directions in less than a mile

12            stretch between Route 5 and 690.

13                In my opinion it absolutely needs to

14            be addressed for the project to be

15            successful.  And my comments are based

16            on the understanding that the community

17            grid would be the option with new 81

18            being the former 481 around the city.

19                TOM HARTE:  What we've got, our

20            house is situated so that the 481 on

21            ramp to 81 south comes right by our back

22            yard.  So we're getting naturally

23            constant noise, they're accelerating to

24            get onto 81 from 481, so we're getting

25            very loud noise.  They tell us we're
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 1                        Harte

 2            going to have a barrier running right

 3            along that route.  Our concern is that

 4            when they built our houses the back yard

 5            comes up in a steep slope, levels off,

 6            and we've got a wooden fence up there,

 7            that's our fence.  Then it slopes back

 8            down even with our back yards and then

 9            roadway comes back up.

10                If they put these barriers up, that

11            they put it down in the slope, and

12            they're telling me it's probably going

13            to be a 12 to 14 foot barrier, that's

14            not even going to only make it to the

15            top of our wooden fence now.  So it's

16            not going to be a whole lot of help.

17                My concern then and my comment is

18            hopefully when they build this barrier

19            they put up it up on the region of the

20            road so that we have the true 14 foot,

21            rather than down below where we're only

22            going to maybe get four to five foot out

23            of it.

24                KATHY HARTE:  Our deck.

25                TOM HARTE:  Because we've got back
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 1                   Martin & Segrue

 2            decks.  Windows have to stay closed at

 3            night because we can't go to sleep.

 4            Can't use the yard, the decks are

 5            worthless, the noise is just horrendous.

 6                We saw it on the map, they've got

 7            the red circles and the green circles

 8            where the noise levels are, and we are I

 9            think one of those in the red circles

10            right there, and it's just unbelievable.

11                So we're hoping that they put this

12            barrier up and they put it up on the

13            road edge rather than down in the gully

14            so we get the full use of it.

15                FRANK MARTIN:  I live right next

16            door to them and I ditto everything that

17            he said.

18                NICK SEGRUE:  What I want to say is

19            that my opinion, the noise study that

20            they did behind my property is

21            completely false.  There is no way that

22            there shouldn't be a sound barrier there

23            when they're done.  According to the

24            gentleman who took it, they did it in

25            September.  All the leaves are still on
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 1                 Huhtala & A. Wallon

 2            the trees.  Six months out of the year

 3            there is no leaves and it's the only

 4            thing that deadens any noise whatsoever.

 5            And to move the highway closer without

 6            putting up a wall is criminal.

 7                DAVID HUHTALA:  I think the

 8            community grid is the worst possible

 9            idea ever.  And since they've decided to

10            go away with the tunnel idea, then I

11            guess the viaduct idea is the only

12            viable solution to our problem.

13                ANTHONY WALLON:  I come from a very

14            large family that grew up in North

15            Syracuse.  Out of that large family 11

16            kids, half of them have moved out of the

17            state, not because of the weather, for

18            economic reasons.  Of those the six

19            people that have moved out, New York

20            City, Boston, Charlotte, Atlanta, Dallas

21            and a couple, Washington, D.C.

22                Everybody comes back here and says

23            two things:  The weather sucks in

24            Syracuse, and our road system is great,

25            why are we messing with our road system?
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 1                      A. Wallon

 2            Why are we moving the road system away

 3            from the pearl, economic pearl in terms

 4            of Destiny, New York.  Why are we

 5            routing people around that?  That is

 6            craziness.

 7                The second thing, and even more

 8            importantly, some of the commute times

 9            from the northern and southern suburbs

10            have gone up.  And this is going to cost

11            people their lives because they'll no

12            longer make it to the hospital in time.

13            And I can personally vouch for that

14            because my father-in law died close to

15            the city, that if he had a couple more

16            minutes he might have made it.

17                So, in the future, when you talk

18            about adding a few minutes to a person's

19            commute, you're also condemning a

20            certain number of people that die during

21            that time period.  And you really need

22            to think about this before you go with

23            this political correctness called

24            community grid.  Thank you, very much.

25                KATHY WALLON:  I'm against the
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 1                      K. Wallon

 2            community grid.  I don't go in the city

 3            often, I might go past the city and I

 4            don't really want to go way around.  I'm

 5            concerned about how long it's going to

 6            take to get to the hospital.  My father

 7            passed away on the way to the hospital.

 8            I think it takes longer to get to

 9            St. Joe's.  That will not be a good

10            thing.

11                I'm worried about all the traffic on

12            the streets, if there is traffic jams

13            with stop lights or stop signs, you're

14            not going to be going as fast as you

15            would be going 65 miles an hour down

16            that city streets, it's going to take a

17            lot longer to get where you want.

18                And I'm concerned about people

19            losing their property around the

20            interchanges around Cicero, and where I

21            go to work, on my way to work, which is

22            near those interchanges.  It's going to

23            be a lot busier, so it's going to take

24            me longer to get to work.  People are

25            going to be diverted on 481 instead of
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 1                        Lindy

 2            going 81.  So that's all.

 3                CURT LINDY:  I have several

 4            different things.  One of my concerns is

 5            for SU and the hospitals up there for

 6            vibrations.  Vibrations to shut down the

 7            Syracuse University physics department

 8            and earth science department.  And at

 9            the last five years like what they're

10            saying, it's going to put a lot of

11            professors and a lot of students in big

12            trouble.

13                I'd like to see the toll way opened

14            up between Exit 34A and at least 39 to

15            help alleviate the pressures from the

16            truckers short circuiting the Thruway

17            and are coming down the side roads to

18            Cortland.  Under the community grid

19            option the road underneath would become

20            available for development.  And I guess

21            it's owned by the state and also

22            different, probably Syracuse.  I don't

23            know all involved.

24                I'm concerned that that property

25            won't be used for really development,
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 1                       Mahoney

 2            but be grabbed by Syracuse or under

 3            5015C3 and not end up in the tax rolls.

 4            Or a PILOT programs destroying the

 5            economic growth, that should hopefully

 6            generate.

 7                The new 81, correction, the 81 now

 8            heading south, you get off at 481.  Then

 9            there is an intersection, there is

10            really, with previous roads only one

11            lane on the far left-hand side, and that

12            needs to be developed heading south; it

13            is on heading north.  That's what I have

14            to say.

15                DOROTHY MAHONEY:  I think we should

16            relieve it and redo the viaduct.  I

17            don't know, I just like it like that.

18            All the safety features.  I was talking

19            to one of the engineers, I said, you

20            know there is a speed limit through

21            there because, you know, they're saying

22            well, there is so many accidents on that

23            highway.  And it's like, yeah, there is

24            a speed limit, but you don't dare go the

25            speed limit, you get killed.
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 2                BARBARA PINE:  I think we should

 3            keep the viaduct.  If you had started

 4            with the viaduct and not wasted all the

 5            money on all of this, it would have been

 6            done already.  I think you're pleasing a

 7            few people, not the many.  I feel sorry

 8            for the people in the Town of Salina,

 9            Destiny USA, 7th North Street.  Those

10            businesses are going to be hurt, because

11            people, they aren't going to know that

12            they're there.  Especially when they

13            move people at North Syracuse to get

14            onto 481, that will become the new 81.

15                Currently 481 has no services.  You

16            get off at any of the exits, with the

17            exception of Fayetteville, there is

18            nothing right there.  You've got to

19            drive anywhere from two to five miles to

20            find gas, some place to eat, and there

21            is no place to stay along it at all.

22            There is no hotels.

23                And I understand that they want to

24            get rid of the Harrison Street on ramp,

25            make it Almond Street on ramp, and miss
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 2            the demolition derby that happens every

 3            day.  Believe me, I'm part of that

 4            demolition derby, I've gotten really

 5            good at it.  But that's the easiest way

 6            to get to 81 north.

 7                Now with your community grid you're

 8            going to have me go down Almond Street

 9            all the way to Pearl Street to get on.

10            No.  That's not -- I don't want to go

11            through the city.  Let me get up on the

12            viaduct and go.  The weather is going to

13            be bad, we're going to have blizzards.

14            The city becomes gridlocked in the

15            winter.  And the routing of all the

16            people on a community grid is going to

17            be a nightmare.

18                I understand that you're going to

19            make South Crouse and Irving two way,

20            with entrances to get on at 690.  And

21            you're hoping and praying that the

22            University people and the hospitals take

23            that route home.  Good luck with that.

24                Personally I feel you've already

25            made the decision that you're going to
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 1                        Reiser

 2            do the community grid to please a few

 3            and disappoint the many.  And I guess

 4            that's how it goes in the State of New

 5            York.  Very disappointed.  I'm a life

 6            long New Yorker, I've lived in New York

 7            State my entire life.  I have lived in

 8            the Syracuse area my entire life.  I've

 9            even lived in the city for a short

10            period of time.  I think the decision is

11            made by people who do not live in this

12            area, and they just want to spend our

13            money uselessly.

14                Anybody who thinks that the city is

15            divided and that 81 is a division

16            causing division among people, well

17            then, 690 is doing the same thing east

18            and west as route 81 is doing north and

19            south.  So maybe we need to consider

20            getting rid of 690 at the same time.

21            Thank you.

22                JEFF REISER:  I'm just trying to

23            tell you that the Almond Street green

24            dividers should be changed to emergency

25            vehicle lanes, so ambulances and
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 2            emergency and fire can actually move in

 3            the city during rush hour traffic,

 4            especially getting to hospitals up on

 5            the hill towards Syracuse University.

 6                And then the other one is the

 7            railroad bridge on 481 needs to be

 8            expanded to three lanes each direction

 9            before any 81 construction or

10            destruction occurs.  Traffic capacity

11            from personal experience is at a hundred

12            percent during rush hour.  And any

13            additional traffic diverted from 81 will

14            just create a traffic jam that ends up

15            being pushed into the city.

16                One more thing, personal experience,

17            northbound lane of 481 approximately 15

18            to 20 years ago flooded around 2300

19            hours, and you lost one or two lanes due

20            to standing water.  That's it.

21       [Conclusion of speakers July 25, 2019].

22                    *   *   *   *
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From: abby.allender=gmail.com@mg.gospringboard.io <abby.allender=gmail.com@mg.gospringboard.io> On Behalf Of Abby Allender
 Sent: Wednesday, April 21, 2021 11:47 AM

 To: David Smith <i81opportunities@dot.ny.gov>
 Subject: [EXTERNAL] Tear Down the Structural Racism of I-81

 
Dear Mr. Smith

  
More than 50 years ago, Interstate 81 ripped through a working-class Black
neighborhood in Syracuse. It displaced long-time residents and ensured that
poverty, pollution, and a lack of resources would hurt the community that lived in the
highway's shadow that still persists today. 

  
I agree with the New York State Department of Transportation's current preferred
option to remove the 1.4 mile stretch of the viaduct and replace it with a street-level
grid. However, the plan ignores the history and the current needs of the
environmental justice community that lives adjacent to the viaduct that will be
demolished.

  
It doesn't have to be this way. The permanent removal of the viaduct could improve
housing conditions, health outcomes, and economic and educational opportunities
for all people in Syracuse. In order to do that, the NYSDOT should reflect the
following recommendations in its Environmental Impact Statement which will guide
the construction project moving forward:

  
Protect Land Use

 -A land transfer policy must be put in place before returning the land to the City of
Syracuse that restores and enhances communities impacted by I-81.

 -Create a land trust for the eight acres directly east of Martin Luther King Boulevard
East for development by residents connected to the community.

 -Conduct a new analysis of land use that adequately considers the trends of the
environmental justice community that lives adjacent to the raised viaduct.

 -Accommodate residents who would like to relocate with an automatic right to return.
  

Protect Health and Wealth
 -Conduct a cumulative exposure analysis for residents who live in the communities

within 600 feet of the viaduct that includes a lead, noise, and air analysis and
abatement.

 -Conduct a community health needs assessment. 
 -Do not use Wilson Park as a staging site for construction.

 -Create a Community Restoration Fund.
 -Offer market-rate buyouts, rent subsidies, and/or temporary relocation assistance

for people who want to move.
 -Conduct an easement reassessment so that renters receive easement payments.

  
Access to Opportunity

 -Jobs generated by the project must go to the people who live directly adjacent to
the viaduct and 30 percent to Black and Brown Syracuse residents.

 -Expand roads starting east of MLK Blvd. to the street grid and east side of
Syracuse.

 -Provide governmental oversight on all aspects of this project until it is complete.
  

Protect School Children
 -Create a comprehensive construction plan in collaboration with parents, faculty, and

staff at the Syracuse City School District.
 -Move the proposed highway access ramp so it is at least 600 feet from STEAM at

Dr. King Elementary School.
 -Conduct a study to determine if the community grid will remain a major roadway,

defined as one used by 30,000 cars or more daily.
  

These recommendations will assist the NYSDOT in meeting its own stated goals for
the project. These include enhancing economic growth and vitality in the City, re-
connecting the Syracuse community, and providing better access to jobs,

mailto:gmail.com@mg.gospringboard.io
mailto:gmail.com@mg.gospringboard.io
mailto:i81opportunities@dot.ny.gov


businesses, and services in downtown Syracuse and beyond. 
 
The recommendations will also help right a historic wrong and create more equitable
outcomes for the entire region.
 
Sincerely, 
 
Abby Allender
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Name: Anonymous
Address: City: State: NY Zip:
Phone: Email:

Comments:

The 481 exits to Rt 5/92 are horrible now, imagine with all the additional traffic – add more lanes in this area.

Extend 690 to Chittenango

Add an exit on Thruway to Chittenango
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Name:
Address:  City:  State:  Zip:    
Phone:  Email:  

Comments: 

1. Summary of verbal comments. We don’t want to move out of SHA housing. I/m too old to be stuck in traffic. Focus 
funds on better sidewalks. We need jobs. When will the project start? 
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Mail - dot.sm.mo.181 Opportunities@dot.ny.gov 

Re: 1-81 Viaduct Project: Neighborhood Meetings 

syrmark@aol.com 

Wed 6/19/2019 7:45 PM 

To:dot.sm.mo.I810pportunities <dot.sm.mo.l810pportunities@dot.ny.gov> ; 

Page 1 of 3 

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders 
or unexpected emails. 

one more thing on this . . . 

how is the boulevard planned for the "community grid" going to be any less crowded and jammed up than 
almond street is already ?? 

almond street has 7 lanes !! and all the same cross streets (i.e., need for traffic lights) that the grid will have. 

it's absolutely ridiculous to think traffic won't be a nightmare with a grid. 

and what about losing the connection from 81 south to west street, as you go north?? 

thousands and thousands use that now, with all the development on the near west side and in the inner harbor 
area. 

development that shows not the slightest sign of slowing down. 

or being impeded by the viaduct. 

replacing the viaduct is the only way to go. 

imagine, too, all the additional fuel consumed and wear and tear on vehicles from having to take the longer 
route to get to the mall or the airport, or everything north of the city, from south of the city. 

or, you could just burn that fuel and run your motor stuck in grid traffic . . . 

honestly, and I say again, a taller and wider viaduct is the only way to go here 

----Original Message----
From: dot. sm. mo. I81Opportunities <dot.sm.mo.l810pportunities@dot.ny.gov> 
Sent: Wed, Jun 19, 2019 4:07 pm 
Subject: 1-81 Viaduct Project: Neighborhood Meetings 

https://outlook.office365.com/owa/dot.sm.mo.181 Opportunities@dot.ny.gov/?offline=disa... 7/30/2019 



Mail - dot.sm.mo.181 Opportunities@dot.ny.gov Page 2 of3 
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Mail - dot.sm.mo.I810pportunities@dot.ny.gov Page 3 of3 
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Re: I-81 Viaduct Project Scoping Report
syrmark@aol.com <syrmark@aol.com>
Thu 4/30/2015 9:52 AM
To:  dot.sm.mo.I81Opportunities <dot.sm.mo.I81Opportunities@dot.ny.gov>

    I have lived in downtown syracuse, in the very heart of the city, continuously, since 1985.   I love the 81 viaduct
exactly the way it is.  it could not possibly be more convenient or more effective.

    I say again:  replace the viaduct with a new and better via duct.   build it higher, so it obstructs the view and
passage on the ground less.  build it wider, so it's safer.

    but build it.  exactly as it was.

.

-----Original Message-----
From: dot.sm.mo.I81Opportunities <dot.sm.mo.I81Opportunities@dot.ny.gov>
To: dot.sm.mo.I81Opportunities <dot.sm.mo.I81Opportunities@dot.ny.gov>
Sent: Wed, Apr 29, 2015 4:38 pm
Subject: I-81 Viaduct Project Scoping Report

Dear Stakeholder,

The I-81 Viaduct Project’s Scoping Report h ps://www.dot.ny.gov/i81opportuni es/library has been
published to our project website. The report includes an overview of the project; its purpose, need, and
objec ves; alterna ves being advanced for further evalua on and development, as well as those that
were considered and dismissed; a framework for the environmental studies; informa on on agency and
public involvement; a summary of public comments and responses to these comments; and several
appendices. Copies of the report will also be available in the project’s repositories in the next few days.

Thank you for your con nued interest in the I-81 Viaduct Project.

Sincerely yours,

Mark Freche e, PE
Project Director
I-81 Viaduct Project

Firefox https://outlook.office365.com/mail/dot.sm.mo.I81Opportunities@dot.ny...

1 of 1 6/2/2020, 3:56 PM
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Name: Anonymous 1 
Address:  City:  State:  Zip:    
Phone:  Email:  

 
Comments: 
 
 
1. I’m concerned that trucks heading North on 81 and going toward Rochester and Buffalo will get off South 
of Syracuse and take Route 20 through Skaneateles.  
 
 
 





From: llatconnors@yahoo.com
To: dot.sm.Commissioner
Subject: Please save I-81!
Date: Wednesday, October 7, 2020 8:50:09 PM

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

I am a resident of the town of salina and removing I-81 would negatively impact me as a home
owner since it would effect all the business on 7th north which I live very close to. It would
close the hotels and restaurants in the area that depend on the traffic and vacationers coming
through.

mailto:llatconnors@yahoo.com
mailto:commissioner@dot.ny.gov


From: ninemilerocks@aol.com
To: dot.sm.Commissioner
Subject: Route 81 Syracuse
Date: Wednesday, October 7, 2020 9:23:51 PM

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

NOT happy about your secret plans for wrecking Route 81 and the city of Syracuse. Put this
idea in the garbage where it belongs.

mailto:ninemilerocks@aol.com
mailto:commissioner@dot.ny.gov


From: tb72865
To: dot.sm.Commissioner
Subject: Please save I-81!
Date: Wednesday, October 7, 2020 9:56:17 PM

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

We do not want any form of a grid plan. We want a tunnel that benefits both by
allowing a green space and the ugly raised highway but also allowing high speed
travel through to the northern suburbs and business.  

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

mailto:tb72865@aol.com
mailto:commissioner@dot.ny.gov
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From: Laurie Azzoto
To: dot.sm.Commissioner
Subject: Please save I-81!
Date: Thursday, October 8, 2020 6:21:06 AM

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Please save I-81. Traffic needs to move through the City of Syracuse, not be slowed down. I hate
traveling on roads where your going 55 then hit a red light. What’s up with that? It’s a highway. Not
a street as by design.
 
Let’s get to work! What’s the hold up? My son graduated SU in 2012 when infrastructure was
suppose to be huge. On a national level it’s stalled tool
 
Laurie Azzoto
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 

mailto:azzoto@aol.com
mailto:commissioner@dot.ny.gov
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/USV2CG67Lwu1A5pJsp-zud?domain=protect2.fireeye.com
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